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EIGHTY-SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE PRESIDENT
To the Trustees of
The American Museum of Natural History
and to the
Municipal Authorities of the City of New York
THIS current report for the year ended June 30, 1955, is
my fourth as President of the Museum. The numerous
changes that have taken place during that period have
now been well digested, and it is evident that our adminis-
trative machinery is functioning smoothly. New blood has
been added to the Board ofTrustees and to the Staff-resulting
in the inevitable strengthening which transfusions produce.
It is impossible to do more than "high-spot" the year's
record of so varied, complex, and active an institution as the
American Museum of Natural History. While we should
never be complacent, I believe we may honestly report
a healthy condition. It is easy to comment on the visible
physical assets of the institution; to describe its esprit is far
more difficult. I cannot help but feel that all who are con-
nected with the Museum believe in it with a whole heart.
We appreciate this devotion as shown in the unflagging
interest of employees at all levels.
Our financial situation continues to improve-with market
value of the Endowment Fund at $25,600,000 versus
$21,800,000 at the end of the last fiscal year. Of this im-
provement, 90 per cent was due to the increase in value of
our securities and 10 per cent to new gifts. The Pension
Fund likewise continues its growth, reaching a figure of
$5,100,000 as compared with $4,400,000 at the end of the
previous year.
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In spite of generous and welcome support from the City,
income from endowment and memberships, the Museum must
also depend on the funds raised by our two loyal Committees.
This year, the Men's and Women's Committees obtained
a total of $165,800, which was the second highest amount for
a twelve-month period. I am very pleased to report that
Mr. C. DeWolf Gibson, my fellow Trustee, has consented to
act as fund coordinator of the two committees and will assist
me in seeking financial help for special projects as well as for
the Museum's regular activities. His place as Chairman of
the Men's Committee will be filled by Mr. George Percy,
while Mrs. James B. Campbell will again head the very active
Women's Committee.
We have now reached a position where the strengthening
of our scientific departments, with greater emphasis on re-
search, must be seriously considered. While this desirable
goal has always been one on which there was general agree-
ment, we well remember that only a decade ago substantial
deficits forced the Board to curtail expenses in every direction
in order to keep the Museum operating. The challenge now
confronts us to seek further increases in our endowment and
other sourses of income in order that we may climb from the
present plateau onto higher ground. This can only be ac-
complished by increased annual contributions. The public
must realize that research and scientific investigation provide
exciting and important opportunities for deserved support.
The notion that a scientist's life is a quiet one in an ivory
tower seems a flimsy joke to our hard-pressed staff. There is
constant call on the expert knowledge of our scientists for
the general welfare of the Museum. They not only participate
in the creation of exhibits, but also advise on the preparation
of literature and respond to the endless inquiries coming in
daily from the press, from industry, and from individuals.
The Museum is, rightly, considered a "primary source" for
accurate information regarding the natural sciences and as
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such functions as a clearing house. And yet it is of vital
importance that our scientists, over and above the duties
outlined above, be allowed sufficient opportunity to pursue
their own research and follow their own lines of inquiry.
Unless adequate time is allowed for such research, the Museum
cannot be expected to reach and maintain the desired pre-
eminent position of leadership in the natural sciences. I
cannot refrain at this point from commenting on the collective
sense of pride which our scientists appear to have in their
work here.
At this point it is important to report the recent establish-
ment of the Museum's Southwestern Research Station near
Portal, Arizona. The opening of the Station will be described
fully in the Director's Report, but we wish to record here our
appreciation for this significant gift which strengthens our
research facilities.
The exhibition program also offers many opportunities for
organizations and individuals to help the Museum. Dramatic
evidence of ways in which industry and the Museum can
cooperate for the public good was given to us during the past
twelve months with the opening of both the Hall of Oil
Geology in the Museum and the Viking Rocket Hall in the
Planetarium. Both of these excellent exhibits will remain
intact for several years. In the Hall of Oil Geology, the
exhibit tells the story of petroleum from its ancient origins in
the earth to its extraction and endless uses in today's world.
The Viking Rocket Hall shows the development of research
techniques in the Navy's Upper Atmosphere Research
Project.
During the year, the CBS-Museum program "Adventure"
received the Peabody Award for educational television. We
are proud of our association with this entertaining and inform-
ative show which is to be seen each Sunday afternoon.
A Natural Science Center was opened on Thanksgiving
Day under the direction of our Department of Public In-
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struction. This room allows city children to see, hear, touch,
and better understand some of the wild life and geology of
New York and vicinity. The project has become a model for
other organizations working with children and had already
drawn over 20,000 visitors by the end of the fiscal year.
During the year there were two changes among our
officers, Mr. E. Roland Harriman being succeeded by Mr.
August Belmont as Treasurer and Mr. Clarence L. Hay by
Mr. Frederick M. Warburg as Secretary. We are greatly
indebted to these two outgoing officers for their long years of
loyal and highly effective service to the Museum. I am glad
to report that Mr. Harriman continues as a Trustee and
Chairman of the Finance Committee and Mr. Hay as an
Honorary Trustee.
It is deeply regretted that the Board has lost through
death one of its active members, Mr. William H. Harkness.
The following new Trustees have joined the Board since
the last report: Messrs. Crawford H. Greenewalt, Robert J.
Kleberg, Jr., Gerard Piel, J. Lawrence Pool, and Thomas J.
Watson, Jr. Mr. Childs Frick, who has served as an Elective
Trustee since 1920, also became an Honorary Trustee.
We are extremely grateful for the feeling of loyalty which
our many friends continue to show to this institution. The
Museum's reputation is something we cherish, and our fondest
hope is that it will continue to grow with the years.
Alexander M. White
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FILLING THE GAPS OF KNOWLEDGE. III
THE MUSEUM'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO
THE GEOLOGICAL SCIENCES
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR
A. E. Parr
THE subjects covered by the Museum in research, exhi-
bition, and education may be broadly classified under
three headings-the anthropological, the biological, and
the geological sciences. The study of each subject has three
aspects-the search for new facts, objects, and materials by
exploration; the digestion and incorporation of the new
information into a usable body of knowledge by means of
systematic research; and the effort to advance from knowledge
to understanding through theoretical analysis and experimental
or other verification of causes and effects.
The three phases of the work intertwine and overlap in
so many ways that all are involved to a greater or lesser extent
in any activity carried on at the Museum. It is, nevertheless,
not difficult to recognize systematic research as a fairly well-
defined and essential function for which the museums bear the
responsibility almost alone.
Without systematic research our knowledge of the natural
sciences would be chaotic and virtually unusable, generali-
zations revealing the laws of nature would be impossible
except as metaphysical conjectures, true understanding based
on facts would be beyond our reach, and practical application
would be limited to a blind search by trial and error, without
scientific methods.
All sciences have an infinite road ahead before complete
understanding can be achieved. But there is no other branch
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of scientific endeavor in which the mere accumulation and
organization of knowledge have presented such colossal tasks
as in the study of nature, and there is no other discipline in
which these tasks are still so far from completion.
To the general reader the patient labor of systematic
research does not echo with the high adventure of exploration
or with the exciting discovery of natural laws shedding new
light upon the events of daily experience and the subjects of
every-day discussion. In spite of their fundamental im-
portance and indispensable role in scientific progress, the
efforts of the systematists, therefore, rarely receive the under-
standing and appreciation they deserve, and they never have
received the economic support that they need.
In the series of three reports on anthropological, biological,
and geological activities, of which this is the final installment,
an attempt has been made to compensate for the usual neglect
of systematic research in public awareness by reviewing how
the work of the systematists at this Museum has contributed
to the growth and organization of scientific and public
knowledge of the natural sciences.
The geological sciences, as commonly understood, range
from the paleontological study of life in the past, as revealed
by the fossil remains, to the mineralogical investigation of the
chemistry and physical structure of the individual components
of the crust of the earth. Between these extremes are pe-
trology, dealing with the rocks, such as granite or limestone,
formed by aggregations of minerals; stratigraphy, concerned
with the arrangement of rocks in layers of different kinds,
origins, age, and distribution; geomorphology, or the study
of the external form of the crust and the forces that shaped it;
and many other specialized subjects.
The activities of the Department of Geology and Paleon-
tology fall within the framework of this common concept of
the geological sciences and, to a greater or lesser extent, touch
upon each of the many subjects within this broad field, in
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education, exhibition, and research. It was natural, however,
that the scientific efforts should be heavily concentrated on
the two subjects of paleontology and mineralogy that are most
dependent on museum collections and facilities and in which
systematic research, by the same token, plays the most promi-
nent part.
Minerals and fossil invertebrates were among the first
specimens acquired by the Museum in 1869. The report for
1875 refers to the founding of the Geology Department by the
purchase of the Hall collection, which is still the classic
foundation for much of our knowledge of fossil invertebrates
and of early (Paleozoic) geological history, particularly of the
eastern United States. In 1877 R. P. Whitfield became the
first Curator of Geology, and the first geology hall was opened
to the public in 1879.
The subsequent administrative history of geology at the
Museum is almost as complex as that of invertebrate zoology,
with which it is also repeatedly involved, as was described in
last year's report.
In addition to the invertebrates, the Hall collection also
contained some vertebrate fossils, such as an Irish elk and
a moa skeleton. In 1891 Henry Fairfield Osborn organized
a Department of Mammalian Paleontology, which was ex-
panded in 1895 to become the Department of Vertebrate
Paleontology. In 1909 the newly formed Department of
Fishes, under Bashford Dean, took over the fossil remains of
fishes along with the living, while Vertebrate Paleontology
otherwise continued its independent departmental existence
until 1938.
In the meantime (1900) a separate Department of Miner-
alogy, with conchology thrown in for good measure, had been
split off from the Department of Geology, Mineralogy,
Conchology, and Marine Invertebrate Zoology, which had
been left together after Vertebrate Paleontology was estab-
lished in 1895. Louis P. Gratacap became the first Curator of
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Mineralogy, and the two Departments of Mineralogy, and of
Geology and Invertebrate Paleontology, also retained their
independence until 1938, while the attached subjects of
Conchology and Invertebrate Zoology went the rounds of the
Museum organization as previously described.
In 1938 all aspects of paleontology were pulled together in
a single department of that name, with Geology and Miner-
alogy forming a second Department. In 1943 all geological
subjects, except micropaleontology, were combined into
a single Department of Geology and Paleontology, as we know
it today. The Department of Micropaleontology, founded in
1940, has always played a separate and special role, which
will be fully discussed at the proper point.
THE DESCENT OF MAN
The preceding two reports have taken us from man
through the animal kingdom in descending order. This report
on geology will follow the same order of descent.
On the geological time scale man is a very late immigrant
to the Western Hemisphere, who had completed his evolution
through more primitive forms in the Old World before he
first arrived on our shores. Nearly all the fossil material
relating to the ancestry of modern man has therefore found its
way into the museums of Europe, Africa, and Asia, with little
except casts available in this country. In spite of this handi-
cap, research done at this Museum has contributed sub-
stantially to our knowledge of the descent of man.
Henry Fairfield Osborn, who was in direct or indirect
charge of the Museum's entire program of vertebrate paleon-
tology from 1891 until his death in 1935, took a great interest
in the problems of the evolution of man and of human civili-
zation, and published two widely read books on these subjects:
""Men of the Old Stone Age, their Environment, Life, and
Art" (Charles Scribner's Sons, 1915) and "Man Rises to
Parnassus" (Princeton University Press, 1927). Among many
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shorter articles through which Osborn contributed to the
discussion of human origins are two published in 1928 on
"The Influence of Habit in the Evolution of Man and the
Great Apes" and on "The Influence of Bodily Locomotion in
Separating Man from the Monkeys and Apes."
William King Gregory, for many years the head of
a separate Department of Comparative Anatomy, contributed
extensively to our understanding of man. Dr. Gregory's work
was not confined to the study of the human species by itself,
but traced the evolution of the physical characteristics of man
back beyond the most primitive human and primate ancestors
to the earliest vertebrate origins. In his two books on "The
Origin and Evolution of the Human Dentition" (Williams and
Wilkins Co., 1922) and "Our Face from Fish to Man" (G. P.
Putnam's Sons, 1929) Dr. Gregory helped to create the founda-
tions for a much broader understanding of man's place in the
general system of nature.
Franz Weidenreich, one of the great anatomists of our
time, was closely associated with the Museum from 1941
until his death in 1948. From 1945 on, he was a Research
Associate in the Department of Anthropology. It was here
that he continued his researches on the so-called Peking man
(Sinanthropus) and took up the study of the most recent fossils
discovered by von Koenigswald, which led to the publication
of "Giant Early Man from Java and South China" (1945), and
"Morphology of Solo Man" (1951) in the Anthropological
Papers of the Museum. The report on "The Skull of Sinan-
thropus Pekinensis" (1943) also appeared in Palaeontologia
Sinica during Weidenreich's association with the Museum.
The theoretical reconstructions of human evolution presented
in these outstanding monographs and in Weidenreich's book
"Apes, Giants, and Man" (University of Chicago Press, 1946)
continue to play a very important part in current discussions.
Based on his studies of Gigantopithecus and Pithecanthropus,
Weidenreich envisaged a giant phase in the early stages of
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man's development. And from his extensive comparative
studies of all available fossil evidence he greatly enriched our
knowledge of human evolution.
VERTEBRATE PALEONTOLOGY
On the paleontology of vertebrates, other than man, more
than 600 scientific reports have been issued in the Museum's
own publications alone. Numerous contributions by our
staff have also appeared elsewhere, in book form or in other
series. It is obviously impossible to give an account of all that
this literature has added to our knowledge of the vertebrate
life of the past, but the sum total is probably greater than the
contributions from any other single source.
HENRY FAIRFIELD OSBORN
Although two minor publications had appeared earlier,
vertebrate paleontology as an organized activity of the
Museum began with Osborn in 1891. Osborn's own interests
were particularly directed towards the study of fossil mam-
mals and general problems of evolution. His efforts in both
fields were to bear rich fruit and to exercise a profound influ-
ence upon the development of the Museum, upon the scientists
who worked with him, and upon those who have followed
after.
During the early years Osborn laid the first foundations
for his great future monographs and contributions to theory
by a detailed study of the anatomy and classification of numer-
ous fossil forms brought back to the Museum, chiefly as
a result of the field work conducted by J. L. Wortman on
Osborn's initiative. Within' a decade 23 scientific publications
by Osborn alone, or in collaboration with Wortman, Charles
Earle, or Walter Granger, had appeared in the Museum's own
series. Most of these reports were of a specialized nature,
concerned particularly with fossil mammal discoveries in the
southwestern United States, but some, notably Osborn's
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review of "The Extinct Rhinoceroses" (1898), already fore-
shadowed the monumental works to come later.
After the turn of the century Osborn's prolific energy was
increasingly devoted to the study and discussion of broad
general problems and to the preparation of comprehensive
monographs of larger systematic groups, although numerous
smaller papers on specialized subjects also continued to appear
under his authorship.
The establishment of the correct geological sequence of
various fossil discoveries, and of the proper correlation in time
between the sequences found in different parts of the world,
is basic to an understanding of the life of the past. Osborn's
first publication on this subject, dealing with the correlation
between early mammal horizons of Europe and America, ap-
peared in 1900. In 1910 he summarized and expanded his
views in "The Age of Mammals in Europe, Asia and North
America" (Macmillan Co.), a pioneering work which may be
said to have begun the modern study of intercontinental
correlation in the Cenozoic era, following the Age of Reptiles
(Mesozoic).
Osborn's life-long interest in the general principles of
evolution had already found expression in his work before he
came to the Museum. His first book-length contribution on
this subject was published soon after he joined the staff by
Macmillan in 1894. Under the title "From the Greeks to
Darwin" it traced the historical development of the idea that
life has evolved by its own processes from simple origins. In
the years that followed, numerous articles on special and
general problems of evolution appeared in different periodi-
cals, and in 1917 Osborn presented his own theory in another
book, "The Origin and Evolution of Life on the Theory of
Action, Reaction, and Interaction," published by Charles
Scribner's Sons. The views expressed in this volume were
substantially modified in the further course of Osborn's
studies, and his final theory appeared in a series of papers on
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"The Origin of Species" published in various journals during
the years 1925 to 1927.
Many ideas that students of evolution today find basic
and even commonplace were disputed and original in Osborn's
day, and it was largely due to his influence that they gained
the acceptance that now has become a matter of course.
Among Osborn's permanent contributions are: the insistence
that evolutionary theories be objectively supported by
paleontological data which must be interpreted biologically;
demonstrations of adaptive advantages controlling the evo-
lutionary trends in many critical cases; the firm establishment
ofnumerous important empirical generalizations, notably those
involved in the processes of adaptive radiation; proving by
abundant evidence that normal variations, rather than gross
mutations, underlie most evolutionary changes.
Concurrently with his studies of evolutionary theory
Osborn also carried forward his investigations of particular
groups of fossil forms and their special lines of descent.
In the study of mammalian descent the evidence of the
teeth is of great significance. The "Evolution of Mammalian
Molar Teeth to and from the Triangular Type" by Osborn,
edited by W. K. Gregory (Macmillan Co., 1907) was a book
of major importance in developing our understanding of this
evidence and in systematizing its use.
Three magnificent monographs stand as lasting monuments
to Osborn's long-continued research on fossil mammals. The
first, published by the Museum in 1918, deals with the fossil
horses of North America, where the entire evolution of the
horse took place, until it disappeared from our continent in
the last stage of its history and the horse now living had to be
brought back by man from the Old World. The second, issued
in two volumes by the United States Geological Survey in
1929, gives a comprehensive account of the titanotheres, an
extinct group of giant mammals and their earlier ancestors.
The third, in two great volumes published posthumously by
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the Museum in 1936 and 1942, reviews the entire history of
the Proboscidea, their distribution, anatomy, and evolution
from the earliest known fossil progenitors down to the living
elephants.
Although mammals received the major share of Osborn's
interest, other groups were not neglected in his work. Many
new dinosaurs and other fossil reptiles were first described
by Osborn, and numerous articles contributed to our knowl-
edge of the anatomy, evolution, and classification of reptiles.
Among the more comprehensive papers are revisions of several
subclasses of the Reptilia issued in 1903, and of various genera
of dinosaurs published in 1921, in collaboration with Charles
Craig Mook. Detailed accounts of the skeleton of Diplodocus,
a Brontosaurus-like giant dinosaur, and of Mosasaurus, an
extinct aquatic reptile, are other examples of Osbom's work
of lasting reference value.
With the advance of knowledge, increased specialization
becomes necessary. We may deplore it at times, but cannot
avoid it. Among those who joined Osbom in paleontological
research at the Museum, and those who have subsequently
carried the work forward, a division of labor along systematic
lines soon developed and gradually became part of the organi-
zational structure. In the further account of the Museum's
contributions to our knowledge of vertebrate paleontology, it
therefore becomes practical to deal separately with mammals,
birds, amphibians and reptiles, and fishes. But before we
proceed to the discussion of these special groups, it may be
well to review what others at the Museum have added to our
understanding of the theory of evolution and other general
principles to which Osbom devoted so much of his attention.
THEORY oF EVOLUTION
William Diller Matthew, who was Osborn's principal
associate from 1895 until his retirement in 1927, never wrote
a major work devoted to evolutionary theory as a separate
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subject, but his final views and much of the evidence on which
they were based were summarized in "Outline and General
Principles of the History of Life," published by the University
of California in 1928, only two years before Matthew's death.
The views expressed in this book are amazingly modern in
outlook and largely foreshadow the synthesis between
genetics and paleontology which was later achieved.
Osborn's early thoughts on the theory of evolution had
developed in the atmosphere of controversy between the
neo-Lamarckian and neo-Darwinian concepts which had been
brought into sharp conffict by the new science of genetics.
The neo-Lamarckians held that evolution results from the
cumulative inheritance of characters developed by each
generation in response to the environment. The geneticists
denied the inheritance of acquired characters and, after
initial opposition, later became the supporters of neo-Darwin-
ism which insists that the only guiding force of evolution is
natural selection. Both schools assume that evolution leads
to better adaptation.
Osborn at first tried to bridge the gap by suggesting that
acquired characters of adaptive value, although not inheritable
in themselves, may later be replaced by hereditary characters
under the influence of "organic selection." This early sug-
gestion was considerably modified by Osborn's further studies,
and in his final theory it was assumed that evolution is
generally if not exclusively adaptive, that it normally proceeds
by the. accumulation of many small, scarcely perceptible
changes, rather than abrupt and conspicuous mutations, and
that it results from causes internal to the organism and peculiar
to life alone. It was further assumed that the inner causes
would tend to make evolution continue at an even rate and in
an undeviating direction towards the improvement and better
future adaptation of the organism.
Rejecting the vitalistic element of internal causes and the
implication of predetermined goals of evolutionary trends
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inherent in the organism, Matthew never abandoned the
neo-Darwinian view that natural selection is the only directing
force of evolution, and that it operates only on the basis of
the situation that actually exists and according to natural laws
that do not recognize future aims as effective causes.
While Osborn and Matthew made their contributions to
evolutionary theory, the science of genetics was still limited
to the study of individual inheritance. It was only later, but
soon after Osborn and Matthew finished their work, that the
statistical and dynamic problems of mixed inheritances and
so-called "gene-flow" in natural, interbreeding populations
began to receive the attention of the geneticists in an adequate
fashion. It remained for George Gaylord Simpson to under-
take the integration between paleontological knowledge of
evolutionary principles and modern population genetics.
Through Simpson's work the Museum's prestige and leader-
ship in the field of evolutionary theory have been further
enhanced and maintained right down to the present.
Simpson's own views were first expressed in book form in
"Tempo and Mode in Evolution" (Columbia University
Press, 1944), and greatly expanded in "The Major Features of
Evolution" (Columbia University Press, 1953). According
to Simpson, natural selection is not a purely negative process
but a positive and constructive factor sufficient to account for
the direction of evolution. He suggests and applies methods
of tmeasuring the rate at which evolution has proceeded, and
finds that it must have been highly variable, with "'explosive"
periods of accelerated change connected particularly with the
origins of major new groups. He holds that the essence of
evolution is change in the mixture of variable heredities in
entire populations, and that processes that can be verified
experimentally over short periods of time are adequate to
explain the real course of evolution over hundreds of millions
of years.
In "The Meaning of Evolution" (Yale University Press,
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1949) Simpson has offered a popular summary of modern
evolutionary theory with an attempt to apply it to the human
outlook and to ethics.
William King Gregory is another distinguished member of
the Museum's staff who has contributed very extensively to
our knowledge of evolutionary principles, without concerning
himself particularly with the general theory and basic factors
on which Osborn, Matthew, and Simpson have focused so
much attention.
PALEOBIOLOGY
By his insistence that fossil evidence be interpreted
biologically, Osborn became one of the first pioneers of the
type of research now described as paleobiology. The paleo-
biologist is concerned not merely with the reconstruction of
the fossil skeletons, but with the entire mode of life of the
animals they represent. Because the skeleton alone does not
tell us enough about the nature of the beast to enable us to
judge its capabilities and limitations, the missing parts of the
picture must first be filled in by the students of functional
anatomy, applying their knowledge of the physiology and
dynamics of living forms, and their powers of deduction, to
the meager evidence of the fossil remains. It was particularly
in this difficult field that Dr. Gregory became a world leader
of scientific progress towards a better understanding of the
life of the past. The subject permeates all Dr. Gregory's
work. Among the most influential contributions was a series
of papers on musculature and functional anatomy, published
in the Bulletin of the Museum during the years 1918 to 1928
by Dr. Gregory and by his students Alfred S. Romer, Charles
L. Camp, Roy W. Miner, and G. Kingsley Noble. In "Fish
Skulls: A Study of the Evolution of Natural Mechanisms,"
published by the American Philosophical Society in 1933, Dr.
Gregory created a splendid example for others to follow in the
study of comparative, functional anatomy, as well as an in-
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dispensable reference volume for all students of fishes. The
two great volumes of "Evolution Emerging" (Macmillan Co.,
1951) apply a similar approach to the entire animal kingdom
and particularly to the vertebrates as a whole.
Through his studies of the historical development of
anatomical structures and their functions Dr. Gregory has
been able to make many empirical generalizations of profound
importance for our understanding of evolution. He has
greatly clarified, with numerous examples, such phenomena
as convergent evolution from different origins, parallelism,
and adaptive radiations from a common ancestry, as well as
many others. His work has been the inspiration of a whole
school of research, not only in paleontology but also in the
study of living forms.
Bobb Schaeffer, another student of Dr. Gregory's and
present member of the Museum's staff, has continued the
Museum's contributions to our knowledge of functional
anatomy and to the discussion of the evolutionary implications
of paleobiology in several papers published from 1941 to 1950.
Edwin H. Colbert's excellent book on the "Evolution of
the Vertebrates," published this year by John Wiley and
Sons, also deals with its subject from the paleobiological, as
well as the historical and systematic, point of view, in a pre-
sentation that makes it as interesting to the general reader as
it is valuable to the student.
HISTORICAL BIOGEOGRAPHY
To modern man the mere appearance, and often the size,
of fossils were such startling revelations that the early in-
vestigations were mainly concerned with the form and
anatomy and the systematic relationships of the animals of
the past. As more discoveries were made, a picture of the
geographical distribution of fossils from different periods
began to emerge and became in itself a subject of special study.
These studies are concerned both with the changing geography
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of oceans and continents through geological time (paleogeog-
raphy) and with the distribution and migrations of the forms
of life over the surface of the earth in the course of history
and evolution (historical biogeography). The Museum has
played a pioneering role in the development of both of these
branches of geological research.
Osborn's "The Age of Mammals" (Macmillan Co., 1910)
included a large number of data bearing on the historical
biogeography of mammals, and Matthew's "Climate and
Evolution," published by the New York Academy of Sciences
in 1915, laid the first theoretical foundations for the truly
scientific study of a subject which had previously been in the
realm of conjecture and pure fantasy. It has gradually come
to be realized that Matthew's paper (republished in book form
in 1939) was one of those extremely rare studies that starts
a whole new trend in a science.
The biogeographic work started by Matthew and Osborn
has been continued by George Gaylord Simpson, the present
Chairman of the Department of Geology and Paleontology.
Since about 1940 Dr. Simpson has made a series of studies of
migration routes, continental stability, origins of faunas and
interchanges between them, and related topics. Some of the
more recent results include a detailed analysis of the conti-
nental relationships and the faunal interchanges between
Eurasia and North America during the Age of Mammals,
issued in the Bulletin of the Geological Society of America in
1947; an account of the origins and history of the fauna of
Latin America in the American Scientist (1950); and "Evo-
lution and Geography, an Essay on Historical Biogeography
with Special Reference to Mammals" (Condon Lectures,
Oregon System of Higher Education, 1953).
Edwin H. Colbert, Curator of Fossil Amphibians and
Reptiles, has also worked extensively on biogeographical
problems, notably in connection with his long study of the
fossil mammals in the Siwalik formation of India, and of
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migrations during the Glacial Age (Pleistocene). Dr. Colbert
now has under way a book-length treatment of the Age of
Reptiles, with a faunistic and biogeographic approach, planned
as a modern counterpart of Osborn's "The Age of Mammals."
Bobb Schaeffer has further extended this type of investigation
to the fossil fishes, of which he is Curator.
A major contribution to our knowledge of historical
biogeography entitled "The Problem of Land Connections
across the South Atlantic, with Special Reference to the
Mesozoic," was published in the Bulletin series of the Museum
in 1952, under the editorship of Ernst Mayr, with many
authors participating.
FOSSIL MAMMALS
Behind all these contributions to theory and general
principles are long years of patient search for new evidence
buried in the rocks, and painstaking studies of the fossils
brought back to the Museum. These are tasks that can best
be accounted for in systematic order, beginning with the
mammals.
The study of the fossil mammals of North America was
the first stated objective of the Museum's efforts in paleon-
tology, as defined by Osborn in 1891, and the first expedition
in search of specimens went out to the Big Horn Basin of
Wyoming during the same year, with J. L. Wortman in charge
of the field work. Work in the Rocky Mountain region was
carried on by Wortman through the 1890's, continued by
Walter Granger from 1903 to 1918, and renewed by Dr.
Simpson from 1929 to 1936.
A search of the High Plains was initiated by Matthew in
1905 and continued by Albert Thomson almost every year to
1927. Extensive collecting in this area has also been carried
on by Childs Frick since 1924, first under the aegis of the
Department of Vertebrate Paleontology and later inde-
pendently.
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The Big Badlands of South Dakota yielded valuable
material to Granger and Thomson during the years 1937 to
1941; and W. W. Holmes made important collections in
Florida from 1924 to 1931.
The original scope of the Museum's activities in mam-
malian paleontology was soon expanded to embrace most of
the world. Barnum Brown had made collections in Patagonia
in 1898-1899, and the region was again visited by Dr. Simpson
in 1930-1931 and 1933-1934. Barnum Brown also searched
for fossils in India and Burma during the years 1921 to 1923,
and in Greece in 1924. Osbom, Granger, and George Olsen
collected in Egypt in 1907, and Dr. Simpson in Venezuela in
1938-1939.
The largest and most important exploration for fossil
mammals and other vertebrates undertaken by the Museum
outside the United States was that conducted by Walter
Granger, with numerous assistants, working in China and
Mongolia from 1921 to 1930, with the Central Asiatic
Expeditions under Roy Chapman Andrews. The new, truly
major fossil region found on this sensationally successful
campaign is the last discovery on such a grand scale that has
been made anywhere in the world.
Actually there has scarcely been a single year since 1891 in
which the Museum did not send at least one, usually several,
parties into the field in search of fossil mammals, except during
the interruptions of the two World Wars. The few that have
been mentioned here are only those that have been most
noteworthy in their results, scale of operations, and sustained
effort.
Since 1946 the Museum has been carrying on an intensive
search for the early (Paleocene and Eocene) mammal faunas of
the Rocky Mountain region under Dr. Simpson's direction.
The work has been concentrated in northern New Mexico
and southern Colorado and has proved extremely successful.
Several new mammal quarries have been discovered, including
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one representing a geological period (early Eocene) from which
no quarry concentrations had ever before been found. Among
the specimens obtained are the only known skeleton of the
most primitive group of carnivores and the absolutely unique
skull and jaws of a member of a new family of early primates.
The collections as a whole are, however, far more important
than any particular specimens included in them, and have
vastly increased our knowledge of the early mammals of
North America.
It is impossible to list all the contributions to our knowl-
edge of fossil mammals that have resulted from the Museum's
explorations. But a hint of the importance of what has been
accomplished may be seen in the fact that of all the families
of extinct mammals that have been named since the Museum's
program was initiated in 1891 one-third have been named by
members of our own staff. This is an astonishing record, not
even remotely approached by any other institution.
Among the more important publications that form part of
this record are: Osborn's three great monographs, already
mentioned, on the fossil horses of North America, on the
titanotheres, and on the proboscideans; Matthew's accounts
of the insectivores and carnivores of the Bridger Basin,
published as a Museum Memoir in 1909, and of the great
Paleocene mammal faunas of the San Juan Basin, New Mexico,
published by the American Philosophical Society in 1937;
Dr. Gregory's report on the structure and relationships of the
pre-monkey Notharctus (Museum Memoir, 1920); Dr. Col-
bert's account of the Siwalik mammals collected by Barnum
Brown in India (American Philosophical Society, 1935); and
Dr. Simpson's report on the fossil mammals of the Fort Union
formation near the Crazy Mountains, Montana (United
States National Museum, 1937).
Apart from these major works, published separately, in-
numerable shorter papers on fossil mammals varying from
a few pages to several hundred have appeared in the American
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Museum Novitates and in the Bulletin. Together they would
fill a dozen fat volumes, and their scope is such that virtually
no work on fossil mammals Anywhere in the world can be
done without reference to these Museum series.
In addition to the numerous reports on special subjects and
new discoveries, several members of the staff have also ad-
dressed themselves to the more general problems and principles
of mammalian existence and relationships. It is probably no
exaggeration to claim that during the past 50 years the two
most important steps forward in our understanding of the
systematic relationships of mammals have had their origin in
work done at, and published by, the Museum. Dr. Gregory's
"The Order of Mammals" appeared as a Museum Bulletin in
1910, and Dr. Simpson's "The Principles of Classification and
a Classification of Mammals" was published in the same series
in 1945. Each contribution, in its time, has served as a mile-
stone and turning point for scientific progress.
Dr. Simpson's "The Beginning of the Age of Mammals in
South America," of which the first part was published in the
Bulletin in 1948, is also a work of broadly comprehensive scope,
and his book on "Horses" (Oxford University Press, 1951)
tells the story of the horse family in the modern world and
through 60,000,000 years of history, for all who are interested.
Childs Frick first began his studies of fossil mammals in
the Department of Vertebrate Paleontology under Osborn
and subsequently established the Frick Laboratory inde-
pendently. The rich mammal collections of this laboratory
have provided material for many publications in the Museum's
series, most notable among them Dr. Frick's great monograph
of the "Horned Ruminants of North America." This
comprehensive review of the fossil pronghorns, deer, sheep,
bison, and their relatives appeared as volume 69 of the Museum
Bulletin in 1936.
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FOSSIL BIRDS
Birds are relatively rare among fossils, and, with a few
exceptions, less excitingly different from their living relatives
than are the mammals and reptiles of the past. Ornithology
therefore generally plays a much smaller role in paleontological
than in zoological research.
Within this meager field, the Museum's collection is
actually one of the really important ones, although it contains
only about 650 fossils, as compared with about 1,000,000
specimens of living birds and about 28,000 fossil mammals.
Moa skeletons obtained by purchase were among the first
fossil vertebrates in the Museum. Recently a large new
series of superior specimens of these interesting birds of the
past were obtained for the Museum by Robert Cushman
Murphy, former Chairman of the Department of Birds, during
a visit to New Zealand. The only known skeleton of Dia-
tryma, a gigantic flightless bird of rather terrifying appear-
ance, standing nearly seven feet tall, was discovered for the
Museum in the Rocky Mountain region and described by
Matthew and Granger in the Bulletin series in 1917. It is
now one of our most impressive exhibits in the Sanford Hall
of Birds. Fossil birds from Patagonia obtained by Barnum
Brown and by George Gaylord Simpson form a particularly
important unit of the Museum's collections, on which several
reports have been published.
FOSSIL REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS
No evidence of the life of the past has excited the public
imagination more than the remains of the giant reptiles such
as Brontosaurus and Tyrannosaurus, of their tremendous flying
relatives, and of many, to us, bizarre and nightmarish forms.
The amphibians and reptiles also occupy a crucial position in
the scientific study of vertebrate evolution. The amphibians
were the first true land vertebrates, fully equipped to move
on legs and to breathe out of water. The reptiles evolved
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from early amphibians and in turn became the ancestors of
both birds and mammals as well as the members of their own
tribe still surviving today.
The purchase of the Cope collection in 1895 brought to
the Museum a great series of types and other classical speci-
mens of fossil reptiles and amphibians, as well as mammals.
The Broom collection from South Africa, purchased in 1913,
contributed a large number of specimens of particular im-
portance for the crucial study of mammal-like reptiles and the
origin of mammals.
The Museum's own search for fossil reptiles was started
by Matthew in 1894-1895, with the collecting of the large,
alligator-like phytosaurs from the Triassic of North Carolina.
From that time until 1942 our collecting of fossil reptiles
heavily stressed the dinosaurs, beginning with the expeditions
to the Jurassic of Wyoming in the years 1897 to 1899, in
which Osborn, Wortman, Matthew, Brown, Kaisen, Thom-
son, R. S. Lull, and many others participated. The big
Brontosaurus skeleton now in our Jurassic Hall, surely the most
famous single fossil ever collected, was one of the many
specimens obtained by this expedition.
From the turn of the century until the second World War
most of the Museum's search for fossil reptiles was directed
by Barnum Brown, who became the most successful dinosaur
collector in history. His search of the late Cretaceous layers
in Montana, from 1904 to 1909 and in 1915-1916, produced
the spectacular skeleton of the carnivorous giant Tyranno-
saurus, and the notable "Trachodon" mummies which became
fossilized after natural muimmification, with the result that the
impression of their skin and other soft parts is still preserved
in the rock. Fom 1909 to 1915 Dr. Brown collected dino-
saurs in Alberta, Canada, bringing back splendid series of
the plant-eating, bipedal trachodonts and of the carnivorous
gorgosaurs. During the years 1930 to 1933 and in 1941 Dr.
Brown returned to Montana in search of early Cretaceous
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dinosaurs and discovered a whole new dinosaur fauna that has
not yet been fully described.
Work done by R. T. Bird and E. M. Schlaikjer in Texas in
1938-1939, under Dr. Brown's direction, uncovered the big
dinosaur tracks now exhibited at the Museum, as well as
another new dinosaur fauna, still undescribed.
Barnum Brown also collected early amphibians and reptiles
in the Jurassic and Triassic of Arizona and dinosaurs in the
Jurassic of Wyoming and Cretaceous of New Mexico, and
made many other successful explorations for fossil specimens.
Among the Museum's most spectacular dinosaur dis-
coveries are also those made, mostly in Mongolia, by Granger
and his associates on the Central Asiatic Expeditions under
Roy Chapman Andrews from 1921 to 1930. Most famous
are the dinosaur eggs and the series of skeletons showing the
growth of the species that laid them.
After the second World War field work was resumed
under the direction of Edwin H. Colbert, the present Curator
of Fossil Amphibians and Reptiles. With so much work
already done on the relatively late dinosaurs and other large
reptiles, the renewed activities have been concentrated upon
the earlier and generally smaller amphibians and reptiles of
the Permian and Triassic periods on this and other continents.
These early forms are of particular importance to the students
of evolution. Among them are the labyrinthodont amphibians
that became the ancestors of the reptiles, the peculiar pelyco-
saurs with the tall combs or fins on their back, the mammal-like
reptiles of which the ultimate descendant is man himself, the
thecodonts that gave rise to the dinosaurs, crocodiles, flying
reptiles, and birds, and the most primitive of the dinosaurs.
Among the most important results of this post-war
program is the discovery of a remarkable deposit of very early,
small, and delicate dinosaurs from the Triassic, at Ghost Ranch
in New Mexico. The Museum now has a large collection of
unusually well-preserved skeletons, complete to the smallest
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bones, of these primitive dinosaurs, which had previously
been known only from fragments.
Many papers dealing with fossil reptiles and amphibians
have been published in the technical series (the Memoirs, the
Bulletin, and American Museum Novitates) of the Museum
over the years. Among these are those by Osborn, already
mentioned; a review of the phytosaurs by J. H. McGregor;
a series of reports on fossil turtles by Oliver P. Hay; the
description of a new family of armored dinosaurs, and many
other papers, by Barnum Brown; many important studies of
mammal-like reptiles and other reptilian fossils, by Robert
Broom; various reports, particularly on fossil crocodiles and
their relatives, by Charles C. Mook; studies of mammal-like
reptiles, fossil crocodiles, phytosaurs, and other forms by
Edwin H. Colbert; an account of the skeleton of an important
South African fossil reptile by William K. Gregory; a discus-
sion of the evolution of the foot in amphibians and reptiles, by
Bobb Schaeffer; and many other contributions to our knowl-
edge of amphibians and reptiles by various members of the
Museum's own staff and by others studying the Museum's
collections.
Perhaps an even more important expression of the Mu-
seum's research on fossil amphibians and reptiles is to be
seen in the reconstructions of the skeletons themselves,
which have made our exhibits world famous and unsurpassed
anywhere.
The function of research in creating an exhibit differs from
subject to subject. To recreate a living mammal requires
only accurate artistic observation of its form. But when we
deal with contemporary nature, both the Museum and the
public are as concerned with the way of life of a species as
with its mere appearance. The role of research in creating
exhibits of contemporary nature is therefore primarily
ecological rather than systematic or anatomical. Its results are
expressed in the way in which the animals are related to the
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environment, to one another, and to the particular situation
shown in the display. At the other extreme we have the
subjects dealing with inanimate nature, such as mineralogy.
Here the actual objects of nature are exhibited as they are
found, unadorned by art and unimproved by scientific re-
construction. Research expresses itself in the choice of the
objects, in their arrangement by a system that makes sense
and gives meaning to the individual items, and in the infor-
mation conveyed by labels and illustrative models that try to
explain the structure and origins of the materials shown.
Paleontology as a whole occupies a position between these
extremes. The way of life cannot be observed but can only
be deduced by scientific reasoning. In spite of the develop-
ment of paleobiology, our evidence and knowledge of the
ecology of the species will always remain meager and lacking
in detail by comparison with our knowledge of living forms.
Ecology therefore plays a very small role in paleontological
literature and exhibits, where the focus of interest is on the
form and anatomy of extinct life, which again is not im-
mediately revealed by simple observation and recording of the
material by artistic means. The reconstruction of form and
anatomy therefore becomes one of the major tasks of research
in paleontology.
The difficulties of the task differ from one paleontological
subject to another. Invertebrate paleontology is aided by the
relatively high frequency of nearly complete and undistorted
fossil specimens. The vertebrate paleontologist rarely finds
a fossil skeleton complete and properly joined together
("articulated") in nature, and almost never one without
fractures and distortions. Still the task is made easier for the
student of fossil mammals by the fact that there are living
forms reasonably comparable with any fossil in regard to their
dynamics, dimensions, and general build. But the students
of fossil amphibians and reptiles such as, for instance, the
dinosaurs get little help from comparison with living forms,
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because there is nothing now alive that can be compared
except in the most remote manner.
In the case of fossil reptiles and amphibians the physical
reconstruction of the skeletons that form such fascinating
exhibits is therefore, in a higher degree than in any other
museum subjects, an expression and communication of the
results of original research directly comparable to publication
by the printed word, and similarly referred to in writing and
research.
The splendid reconstructions of the life of the past that
enrich our exhibition halls may therefore in a rather special
sense be regarded as part of our published record of research
in paleontology generally, and on fossil amphibians and
reptiles in particular.
FOSSIL FISHES
Although some minor contributions had appeared before
his time, the Museum owes to Bashford Dean the initiation of
a continuing program of research on fossil fishes. Dean's
first paper on this subject, dealing with primitive armored
fishes (placoderms), was published by the Museum in 1891.
Without formal status on the paleontological staff, Dean
continued his researches on our collections and was the leading
student of fossil fishes in this country for nearly ten years
before he was made Honorary Curator of the newly established
Division of Fossil Fishes in 1903. Dean did his most important
work on the extinct arthrodires and on fossil sharks and
chimaeras. A major contribution to our knowledge of these
forms was published in the Museum Memoirs in 1909. Dean
combined the study of the fossils with studies of their living
relatives, and also contributed importantly to our knowledge
of living fishes, as reported last year.
Oliver P. Hay, whose investigations of fossil turtles have
already been mentioned, also published several papers on
fossil fishes. In 1904 Louis Hussakof joined the staff, under
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Bashford Dean, and further extended our knowledge of
arthrodires, chimaeroids, and fossil lungfishes by a number of
publications.
Fossil fishes form part of the subject of many papers and
books written by William K. Gregory, who was in charge of
the living as well as the fossil fishes from 1925 until his retire-
ment in 1944.
Three important papers published by the Museum were
prepared by scientists from other institutions who were able
to spend considerable time studying the Museum's collections
under Dr. Gregory. A thorough anatomical study and com-
plete account of the structure of Dinichthys, by Anatol Heintz
of Norway, was issued in 1932. The results of an investi-
gation of a rare Permian coelacanth, belonging to the group
recently made famous through the discovery of a "living
fossil," Latimeria, off Madagascar, was published by T. S.
Westoll, of England, in 1939, and another report by the same
author on haplolepid paleoniscoids was issued in 1944.
Between the termination of Dr. Hussakof's active work in
1916 and the appointment of Bobb Schaeffer to the staff in
1946, there had been virtually no field work directed specifi-
cally towards the search for fossil fishes, but Dr. Schaeffer
immediately got under way a new program of exploration
which has yielded rich new collections from the Devonian of
Ohio and Kentucky, from the Triassic of the middle eastern
seaboard and of the Southwest, from the Cretaceous of
Kansas, South Dakota, and Wyoming, and from the Eocene of
Wyoming and Colorado. A series of papers by Dr. Schaeffer
on crossopterygian fishes, particularly the coelacanths, have
already appeared, and in 1950 Dr. Schaeffer, together with
David H. Dunkle, critically reviewed all the evidence con-
cerning the evolutionary origins of the higher bony fishes.
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INVERTEBRATE PALEONTOLOGY
The Annual Report for 1875 dates the founding of the
Geology Department from the purchase of the Hall collection
of fossil invertebrates, and since 1877, when R. P. Whitfield
was appointed, there has always been a member of the
curatorial staff especially concerned with invertebrate pale-
ontology. But the tremendous interest generated by the
much more spectacular fossil reptiles, mammals, and other
vertebrates drew so heavily on the Museum's attention and
efforts that the study of the invertebrate remains played
a quite minor role in our program up to the second World
War. Several important purchases were made through the
years, with the Schrammen collection from the Cretaceous of
Germany, obtained in 1915, and the Greene and McConathy
collections from the American Paleozoic, secured in 1917,
among the most notable additions acquired in this manner.
But until Harold E. Vokes joined the staff in 1937, expeditions
for fossil invertebrates were sporadic and opportunistic,
without a planned program.
Nevertheless there was a steady and substantial accumu-
lation of invertebrate material collected incidentally to the
search for fossil vertebrates from about 1900 on, particularly
owing to the efforts of Barnum Brown. In 1920-1921 Dr.
Brown also made a large collection of fossil invertebrates in
Ethiopia, for the Anglo-American Oil Company, and these
were presented to the Museum by the company. The
Vernay Angola Expedition of 1925, primarily for living
mammals, brought back a large and important collection of
fossil invertebrates. Many other expeditions made incidental
collections on a smaller scale.
Immediately after his appointment in 1937 Dr. Vokes
covered most of the United States on a collecting tour that
produced a tremendous number of fossil invertebrates. Dr.
Vokes also presented to the Museum his large and valuable
personal collection. In 1940 he worked in Syria and Lebanon
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and brought back about 100,000 fossil invertebrates. Dr.
Vokes left the Museum in 1942, and Norman D. Newell
became Curator of Historical Geology and Fossil Invertebrates
in 1945. In the interim Otto H. Haas was in charge of the
invertebrate collections and added substantially to their
growth by several field trips to the West.
In 1946 Dr. Newell initiated a long-range program of
studies of living as well as fossil coral reefs, which has occu-
pied him and a considerable number of students and associates
ever since. A number of seasons have been spent in field
investigations of the fossil Permian reefs of west Texas, while
a series of expeditions have been devoted to the examination
of recently developed and still-living coral reefs in the Bahamas
and the South Pacific, in order to gain an understanding of the
processes by which the fossil reefs were formed. These are
problems of great scientific interest as well as of practical
importance to the oil industry.
Until 1897 Whitfield was the only author publishing
scientific papers on fossil invertebrates in the Museum series,
23 papers, mostly short contributions to our knowledge of
special forms, having appeared under his name. During 1898
to 1901 Whitfield, assisted by E. 0. Hovey, issued an ex-
tremely useful, 500-page catalogue of the types and figured
specimens in the paleontological collections of the Museum.
Scientific contributions by Whitfield continued to appear in
Museum publications until 1908.
During the early part of this century great attention was
given to the fossil insects by T. D. A. Cockerell, and numerous
papers on this subject by Cockerell and by others associated
with him were published by the Museum between 1906 and
1927. After 1910 Cockerell also extended his interest to
fossil mollusks and made many contributions to our knowledge
of these forms.
Other early contributions of special importance were
Marjorie O'Connell's studies of Jurassic ammonites from
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Cuba and of Cretaceous sponges from Germany published
between 1919 and 1922.
The modern era for invertebrate paleontology at the
Museum began with the appointment of Harold E. Vokes in
1937. His introduction of an organized program of collecting
for fossil invertebrates has already been mentioned. Through
his own researches, published by the Museum, Dr. Vokes
was able to add very substantially to our knowledge of the
life of the past, particularly in regard to the Cretaceous
invertebrates of Syria and Lebanon, and to the systematic
relationships of bivalve mollusks.
The contributions of Otto Haas, who came to the Museum
in 1940, have been varied and numerous. Perhaps his most
important work is a large monograph of Triassic snails
(gastropods) from Peru, published by the Museum in 1953,
which has clearly revealed many previously obscure or un-
known facts of gastropod evolution during this crucial time
in their history. Dr. Haas has also, through various publi-
cations in our series, greatly enriched our knowledge and
understanding of the fossil ammonites, a large group of
extinct shell-bearing cephalopods somewhat similar to the
living Nautilus.
After joining the Museum staff in 1945, Norman D.
Newell continued his studies of the observations and material
he had previously gathered in Peru and was able to make
known for the first time in considerable detail the geology of
an area of 58,000 square kilometers in the central Andes of
Peru and Bolivia through a memoir published by the Geological
Society of America in 1949. Jointly with Carl 0. Dunbar
and with John Chronic and Thomas Roberts he has also
added substantially to our knowledge of the fossil inverte-
brates of the Andes in other major publications resulting
from his pioneering field work.
Important results of Dr. Newell's work on living and fossil
coral reefs have also been made available in various publi-
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cations, including a book on "The Permian Reef Complex of
the Guadalupe Mountains Region, Texas and New Mexico"
(W. H. Freeman and Co., 1953) prepared by Dr. Newell and
his associates in this investigation. Dr. Newell's interest in
the general principles of evolution has also found expression
in various papers on intraspecific categories, evolutionary
increase in size, and periodicities in the evolution of inverte-
brates.
MICROPALEONTOLOGY
The Museum's activities in Micropaleontology are not
carried on in the regular Department of Geology and Paleon-
tology, but in a separate department under Brooks F. Ellis.
But the nature of the subject makes it logical to interject an
account of the Department of Micropaleontology at this point.
Micropaleontology is the science of small fossils, without
limitation to any particular systematic group. It includes the
study of pollen deposits from the forests of the past, the fossil
remains of unicellular organisms of both the plant and animal
kingdoms, as well as many minute forms of higher invertebrate
life such as Crustacea. Being both small and usually abundant
where they occur, microfossils can be found in adequate
samples, even in the slender cores brought up by the drills
used in exploring the crust of the earth for oil and other re-
sources. The remnants of these minute forms of life therefore
provide the geological engineer with one of his best means of
identifying the layers of sedimentary rocks through which he
is boring in his search; the reliability and precision of the
identification depend on the accuracy of the systematic
methods developed by the micropaleontologists. Through
years of cooperation between practical engineering and pure
science a vast body of knowledge has been created concerning
the relationship between microfossils and natural resources,
particularly in regard to oil.
Until 1940 the practical users of this wealth of information
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were greatly handicapped by the fact that it was scattered in
so many publications and languages that no single library
could contain all the source material, and no single person
could read it. In 1928 Brooks F. Ellis undertook to bring
together and organize the literature on the largest and, from
the practical point of view, the most important group of
microfossils, the Foraminifera. In 1930 Angelina R. Messina
joined Dr. Ellis in the work, which they are both carrying
forward today. In 1934 a staff of 82 persons was assigned to
the project by the Civil Works Administration of New York
City, and in 1935 the personnel was increased to 200 under the
Federal Works Progress Administration. When support
from these sources began to be curtailed in 1940 and ended in
1942, the basic task had been completed and the project had
proved its worth both to science and industry.
The Foraminifera are tiny single-cell animals with hard
shells, often resembling miniature mollusk shells, which
fossilize very readily. Our knowledge of how to recognize
and identify them had been scattered in more than 6000
publications in a great diversity of languages.
In 1940 30 large volumes, bringing all this information
together in six major languages using the Roman alphabet,
were completed, and the Museum established a separate and
completely self-supporting Department of Micropaleontology
under Dr. Ellis to distribute the "Catalogue of Foraminifera,"
to compile and publish supplements to keep it up to date, and
to take care of the collections accumulating in connection with
this work. The "Catalogue of Foraminifera" has now
reached 54 volumes, distributed by subscription to the oil
industries, universities, and scientific institutions.
In 1950 it was decided to broaden the activities by starting
a similar catalog for another important group of microfossils,
the Ostracoda. These are very small Crustacea with a hard
shell consisting of two movable halves somewhat resembling
the shells of bivalve mollusks such as the mussels. Their
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fossil remains are also very important for the identification of
sedimentary rocks. Six volumes of the "Catalogue of
Ostracoda" have appeared to date.
Recently the program has also been extended to include
the ecological study of living Foraminifera in order to gain
a more complete understanding of the significance of the fossils.
Finally, the appearance in January, 1955, of the first
number of a new quarterly, Micropaleontology, published by
the Museum's own department is an event in which both the
Museum and the department can take great pride. This very
substantial periodical brings scientific articles and news of the
profession to its readers in an unusually attractive printed
form and has met with a very enthusiastic response.
MINERALOGY
The beauty, durability, compactness, and value of mineral
specimens have always attracted a large number of competent
private collectors of adequate means to pursue this fascinating
hobby. Minerals are also among the few natural history
objects that may be said to be truly negotiable in the sense
that they have a steady market through which they can be sold
or purchased. This, of necessity, also provides appraisals
and identifications far beyond the point to which the col-
lectors of other natural history objects can secure such infor-
mation without original research. As a result mineral
collections can continue to grow in an orderly fashion by
gifts and purchases long after they have passed the stage at
which the museum, in other subjects, is forced to undertake
its own collecting and research in order to sustain its progress.
Our Museum gives a good illustration of this.
Until very recently gifts and purchases were virtually the
only means by which our mineral collections attained their
large size and world-famous quality. A Department of
Mineralogy was established in 1874 by the purchase of the
Bailey collection of 7000 specimens. This was followed by
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so many gifts and purchases through the years that only a few
of the most famous and important acquisitions can be men-
tioned here. Among these are a series of collections purchased
and presented to the Museum by J. P. Morgan between 1891
and 1902, including the first and second Tiffany collections of
gems, the Bement collection of minerals, the Morgan star
sapphire, and others. In 1914 P. J. Oettinger gave his fine
collection of Mexican ores and minerals. During the years
1931 to 1933 I. Wyman Drummond donated a large and choice
collection of carved ivory, jade, and amber. The Boyce
Thompson collection of minerals and jades left to the Museum
by bequest of Mr. Thompson and received in 1950-1951.
represented the largest single donation of minerals since the
gifts establishing the Morgan collection, which has been one
of the Museum's most popular exhibits since its installation
in Morgan Hall in 1922.
Although comparatively little original research was
undertaken and published during the independent existence
of the Department of Mineralogy from 1874 to 1944, many
contributions increasing our knowledge of minerals through
the printed word were prepared by the staff. Among the
publications that have been of wide interest and usefulness to
the public are L. P. Gratacap's "A Popular Guide to Minerals"
(D. Van Nostrand Co., 1912) and Frederick H. Pough's more
recent "A Field Guide to Rocks and Minerals" (Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1953); Herbert P. Whitlock's "The Story of the
Gems" (Lee Furman, 1936), and "The Story of Jade," with
Martin L. Ehrmann (Sheridan House, 1949); Frederick H.
Pough's "All about Volcanoes and Earthquakes" (Random
House, 1953); and many Museum Handbooks and articles in
various magazines.
In 1944 the Department of Mineralogy was united with
the other geological subjects in the general Department of
Geology and Paleontology, which is a re-creation of the
Division of Mineralogy and Geology in which the various
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geology departments had previously been combined, but with
separate departmental headings, from 1921 to 1930.
During the period between the two World Wars the
rapid development of the physical sciences that ultimately led
to electronics and the atom bomb had led to a revival and
reorientation of scientific as well as public interest in the
minerals. Up to this time systematic mineralogy had been
based largely on the relatively easily observable external
properties of crystal form, hardness, and color, and simple
analysis of chemical composition. To meet the new demands
for information it is necessary to study the potentialities and
internal structure of the minerals at atomic and subatomic
levels by use of the most advanced instruments and equipment
available to science. So mineralogy at the Museum has also
come to the end of the road it can travel without depending
largely on its own original research.
When Brian H. Mason was appointed Curator of Miner-
alogy in 1953 a moderate sum was made available by the
Museum to start the creation of modern mineralogical research
facilities that will enable us to keep abreast of the need for
information on this subject and make the best possible use of
the splendid collections in our charge. During the short
period since he joined the staff, Dr. Mason has had to devote
most of his time to organizing the collections and getting the
equipment ready for the new research program, of which we
may soon expect results that will demonstrate the justification
for still further development of our mineralogical laboratories
and their staff to all who are interested in this subject for
practical, scientific, or personal reasons.
PETROGRAPHY AND PHYSICAL GEOLOGY
While mineralogy deals with single minerals, such as
quartz, feldspar, or calcite, petrography is concerned with the
nature of rocks, such as granite or limestone, which- are
aggregates of one or more kinds of minerals. Petrography
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does not seem to hold nearly the attraction for either laymen
or scientists that mineralogy does, and it is generally neglected
or given a stepchild's treatment both in museum exhibition
and in research. So also at our Museum.
In 1887 Morris K. Jesup presented his fine collection of
building and ornamental stones of the United States. But
neither Jesup nor others would seem to have continued this
interest, and there has been no development of the subject at
the Museum since the first collection was received. This is
quite understandable but nevertheless to be regretted. Most
of the public's daily experience of minerals comes from observ-
ing them in rocks, and nearly all the practical uses to which
stone is put in its natural form is based on rocks-the granite
for a structure, the sandstone that hones a scythe, the sculp-
tor's marble, and the broken basalt used for trap-rock in the
building of a road. Only in the jeweler's trade and for certain
sensitive parts of modern industrial products and processes
are minerals used in a pure and isolated form on any significant
scale. The subject of petrography is also of very great
scientific and general interest in itself and for our understand-
ing of mineralogy and other geological disciplines, even if it
seems less spectacularly attractive than its sister subjects.
With almost nothing to report on past achievement in this
field, it may, nevertheless, be proper to say that there is a real
need for present and future activities in both exhibition and
research, and the Museum would welcome an opportunity to
develop petrography as part of its program.
Physical geology is a catch-all phrase referring to the study
of the physical forces, properties, and processes of the crust
of the earth. The field ranges from terrestrial magnetism and
the study of gravitational forces to volcanology, mountain
folding, erosion, sedimentation, and so forth. Many of these
subjects lend themselves very well to presentation and ex-
planation by modern museum methods, and there have always
been some displays pertaining to aspects of physical geology in
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our exhibition halls. But there has never been a specialist
in physical geology on the Museum's staff nor any organized
research or integrated exhibition program for the subject.
What research has been done has been purely incidental, as
a necessary adjunct to other investigations, notably when
paleontological research, through stratigraphy, becomes in-
volved in questions of sedimentation and in some other
connections. Physical geology is another subject awaiting
a favorable opportunity for development at the Museum.
Taken as a whole, with full allowance for a few omissions,
our Museum's record of contributions to knowledge in the
geological sciences is probably not matched by any other
museum.
THE YEAR 1954-1955
Two events of outstanding importance in the progress of
the Museum took place in the year here reported upon. The
Hall of Oil Geology, created with the support and cooperation
of the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, was opened to
the public on March 22. In these exhibits, now filling a large
hall, the Museum has attempted to illustrate and explain the
natural origins and history of oil, its geological and geographic
distribution, and the principal methods and instruments used
in the search for petroleum, and to give some examples ofhow
the oil is extracted from nature after it has been located, and of
its importance to man. In addition to the significance of its
contents, for which Norman D. Newell was responsible for
the Museum, with the invaluable aid of the experts of the
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, the new hall also
represents the first full-scale example of the modern trend in
exhibition design developed by the architects and artists of
the Museum's own Department of Exhibition and Con-
struction. The Museum can look with pride upon the success
of this exhibit, in regard both to its contents and to its
appearance.
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Through the generosity of David Rockefeller the Museum
was able to acquire a property at Portal, Arizona, for the
creation of a Southwestern Research Station in an ideal
location for its purpose. The station is situated on the eastern
slope of the Chiricahua Mountains, inside the Coronado
National Forest at an elevation of 5400 feet above sea level,
within easy reach of five major types of faunistic and vegeta-
tion zones from high desert to forest land, each represented by
a great variety of ecological situations.
The property acquired for the station already contained
residential accommodations for about 20 investigators. By
gift of Mrs. Mabel S. Ingalls it became possible to proceed
immediately with the construction of the Osborn Memorial
Laboratory to provide attractive, well-equipped, and up-to-
date space for research in a separate building. The Station is
the only general, all-inclusive research laboratory located in the
southwestern desert area, where it will serve all types of
research in the natural sciences. The need for such a labora-
tory and the response to the announcement of the plans were
such that investigators began arriving before the premises
were ready, and by the summer of 1955 research was already
in full swing, with a large future program ahead. The station
is administered for the Museum by Mont A. Cazier, Chairman
of the Department of Insects and Spiders, who is responsible
for the inception of the idea and its successful execution.
FIELD WORK AND RESEARCH
While mobile expeditions to far-flung regions retain their
purpose and usefulness undiminished, the biological sciences
particularly have for many years shown a growing trend
towards field work at fixed stations where it is possible to
maintain equipment and facilities adequate to meet the modern
demand for precision of observation, and where conclusions
drawn from a study of the natural environment can be checked
under laboratory conditions "on the spot." The Museum has
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fortunately been able to keep abreast of this trend by being
given such splendid opportunities as those offered by the
Southwestern Research Station and by other facilities placed
at the Museum's disposal by its friends.
The Archbold Biological Station, at Lake Placid, Florida,
maintained and operated for the Museum by Richard Arch-
bold, in affiliation with the Department of Mammals, had
a successful year with an active program of research, par-
ticularly on insects and on the physiology of birds. Among
the diverse subjects studied at this station one might mention
the investigation of the cultivation of fungi by certain species
of ants, and of the winter adaptations of these ants, conducted
by Neal A. Weber of Swarthmore College. Other projects
include studies by Frank A. Hartman, of Ohio State Uni-
versity, of the endocrine glands of birds and of the correlation
between wing area, body weight, heart size, and size of
pectoral muscles in relation to the habits and activities of
birds. The Archbold laboratory provides similar facilities for
research to those of the Southwestern Research Station but in
a completely different climate and environment, so that the
existence of both actually increases the potential usefulness of
each by the opportunities that the two stations together may
offer for comparative studies.
Forty-six investigators spent an average of 42 days each in
research at the Lerner Marine Laboratory at Bimini, British
West Indies, investigating a wide variety of problems. Space
will allow us to give only a few examples to illustrate the
scope of the work that was carried on at the Lerner Marine
Laboratory. Fishes were studied by J. Dowis, of the Yerkes
Laboratory of Primate Biology, in regard to their behavior
with reference to dominance and learning; by D. C. Saunders,
of the Cape Haze Marine Laboratory, in regard to their blood
parasites; by P. F. Scholander, of the Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution, in regard to the gas secretions in their
swimbladders; and by several members of the Museum's own
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staff, in regard to other aspects of their biology. Several
investigators spent considerable time studying holothurin,
a toxic principle found in sea cucumbers which has proved of
considerable interest in cancer research. A very important
part of the year's activities was the Lerner Marine Labo-
ratory's cooperation with Norman D. Newell, of the Mu-
seum's Department of Geology and Paleontology, in an
extensive ecological survey of the Bahama Bank and its coral
reefs.
The Museum also had a number of expeditions out in
various parts of the world.
The Department of Anthropology's field work in the
Admiralty Islands, under the direction of Margaret Mead,
was terminated in July, 1955, when the last members of the
investigating party returned. Among the most important
results of the Admiralty Island Expedition is a new theory of
the manner in which cultural patterns are transformed when
a rapid cultural change is forced upon a previously isolated
community by the march of events. The expedition also
brought back the most detailed material in existence illustrat-
ing the development of a political movement combined with
a revival of native traditions and ways of life.
Gordon F. Ekholm examined various archeological sites in
central Mexico, surveying the possibilities of field work
projected for 1956. Junius Bird made a short trip to Peru,
which gave him opportunity to collect a sample series of
pottery sherds illustrating the early and late Inca occupations
of the Cuzco Basin.
James A. Ford spent four months excavating the Poverty
Point site in northern Louisiana, with Junius Bird collaborat-
ing part of the time. A conical mound 25 feet high on the
northern edge of this large site was excavated. It was found
that the mound had been built in four stages. At the com-
pletion of the third stage dozens of the baskets used by the
Indians to carry the earth were left on the surface of the
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mound, with the fortunate and unusual result that good
impressions of this archeologically perishable basketry were
found under the layers of the fourth stage of construction.
Small fragments of charred bone scattered in a thick layer of
ashes underneath the mound may be the remains of crematory
fire. Radio-carbon dating indicates that the mound was built
around 730 B. C.
Six artificial ridges arranged in an octagon three-quarters of
a mile in diameter were also dug into at nine places. Ap-
parently the dwellings were arranged along the top of these
ridges. One thousand pounds of specimens were recovered
and brought back to the Museum for study.
E. Thomas Gilliard and his wife returned to the Depart-
ment of Birds in the summer of 1954 after nearly a year of
collecting and exploration in New Guinea. In spite of a native
uprising and other unforeseen difficulties, the Gilliards
succeeded in making a thorough ornithological survey of the
Victor Emmanuel and Hindenburg Mountains which had
remained an almost unknown area. They brought back to
the Museum about a thousand specimens of birds as well as
some enthnological and other material. No less important
are the 2000 color pictures taken by Mr. Gilliard with high-
speed methods. Illustrating birds of paradise and other
interesting species not previously photographed in the wild,
this pictorial material is of great scientific as well as popular
interest.
In the spring of 1955 Mr. Gilliard and Crawford H.
Greenewalt made a very successful high-speed photographic
study of hummingbirds in Venezuela, greatly facilitated by
William H. Phelps, Jr., who, with William H. Phelps, Sr.,
also continued their explorations and collecting of the birds
of Venezuela. James P. Chapin traveled over much of the
Belgian Congo and into parts of Angola studying the birds
of this region.
Charles M. Bogert and Richard G. Zweifel spent some
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time in Florida studying and recording the calls of frogs and
toads. An analysis of the significance of the calls is being
undertaken by Mr. Bogert. In April, 1955, Mr. Bogert left for
extensive field work in the southwestern United States and
western Mexico.
The members of the Department of Fishes and Aquatic
Biology did most of their field work at the Lerner Marine
Laboratory, already referred to. Libbie H. Hyman spent
most of February in Jamaica, British West Indies, studying
marine invertebrates.
In the Department of Insects and Spiders Willis J. Gertsch
spent six weeks in the southwestern United States primarily
for the purpose of getting live tarantulas and scorpions for
exhibition. Frederick H. Rindge spent some time in the
Laurentians of Quebec collecting material from a region
poorly represented at the Museum. Pursuing his studies of
the systematics, genetics, and ecology of beetles, and of
general principles of evolution, Mont A. Cazier initiated an
interesting field experiment by transferring living tiger
beetle populations from one locality to another in the south-
western United States. Continued observation of the results
of these transfers should give valuable information concerning
many factors involved in the ecology and evolution of species.
T. C. Schneirla, of the Department of Animal Behavior,
stayed at Barro Colorado Island, Panama Canal Zone, from
January to the end of March studying nesting, incubation,
and early feeding in the colonial bird Oropendola, and continu-
ing his investigations of ecology and behavior of army ants.
The Department of Geology and Paleontology completed
its search for mammals in the Huerfano Basin of Colorado,
which has yielded extraordinarily good material. In June,
1955, Edwin H. Colbert began collecting in a United States
Geological Survey quarry in the Triassic at Kayenta, Arizona,
which has yielded the first advanced mammal-like reptiles
(tritylodonts) found in the Western Hemisphere and the best
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ever found anywhere. The Museum has obtained the best
representation of these extremely important fossils, including
some essentially complete skeletons. An expedition to collect
fossil fishes in the Triassic and Cretaceous of Texas, Utah,
and Wyoming was successfully carried out under the leader-
ship of Bobb Schaeffer.
In May, 1955, Norman D. Newell, Curator of Physical
Geology and Fossil Invertebrates, launched a three-year
investigation of the Bahama Bank, basing the work at the
Lerner Marine Laboratory, in continuation of the studies
previously made at Andros Island and in the South Pacific.
During the summer of 1954 Brian H. Mason made ex-
tensive studies and collections of minerals in South Africa.
Research in the Museum's own laboratories and collections
continued as before. Harry L. Shapiro, Chairman of the
Department of Anthropology, arranged to undertake a study
of the genetic data relating to the hybrid dogs investigated
at the Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial Hospital at Bar Harbor,
Maine. Margaret Mead directed her main efforts towards
the study of the theory of cultural change and its applications
to the study of personality and to technical assistance pro-
grams. She also devoted a good deal of time to the problems
of cultural patterns in regard to sex differences.
Three projects of a comprehensive character are of out-
standing importance among the many research activities of the
Department of Birds. Robert C. Murphy, Lamont Curator
Emeritus, made good progress on a monographic account of
the petrels and albatrosses of the world. John T. Zimmer,
Chairman of the department, was engaged upon the prepa-
ration of a check list of the large New World family of
flycatchers which will form a volume in Peters' "Check List
of the Birds of the World." This large and difficult group of
birds has long been a problem for the systematists, and Dr.
Zimmer's treatment of the family is eagerly anticipated by all
ornithologists. Charles Vaurie made important progress on
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his tremendous undertaking of a check list of the birds of
Europe and Asia, and the first volume, on the song birds, is
now near completion.
Charles M. Breder, Jr., Chairman of the Department of
Fishes and Aquatic Biology, laid aside all other personal
research projects in order to advance as rapidly as possible
a monographic account of the reproductive habits of fishes, on
which work was begun in 1929.
In the Department of Insects and Spiders a number of
different genera from North America and Mexico were under
revision by members of the staff for future publication.
In addition to the many interesting research projects
given as examples of the activities of the Department of
Animal Behavior in the last annual report, one might mention
a study by T. C. Schneirla and Ethel Tobach of the readjust-
ments of lower mammals in situations involving physiological
and psychological stress. William N. Tavolga studied the
sound production of fishes in relation to their behavior.
It is impossible to list, and difficult to give a fair impression
of, the numerous scientific papers and books published during
the year by the Museum's staff and associates and by others
working on its collections, but the following may serve as
examples.
A large, splendidly illustrated work on "Paracas Fabrics
and Nazca Needlework" by Junius Bird, of the Department of
Anthropology, jointly with Louisa Bellinger was published
in book form by the Textile Museum of Washington. This
great review of the designs and fabrics of the Paracas period
in Peru is an invaluable contribution both to the science of
archeology and to the arts.
The sixty-third report on "'Birds Collected during the
Whitney South Sea Expedition," by Ernst Mayr, and an
account of the birds of central New Guinea by Gilliard and
Mayr were published in the Museum's own series, where
eight papers by Charles Vaurie on the birds of northern Asia
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and Europe also appeared along with many other ornithological
contributions by members and associates of the staff. Volume
105 of the Museum's Bulletin contained a major contribution
to our knowledge and understanding of the limbless or snake-
like lizards by Charles M. Bogert and Samuel B. McDowell.
The bibliography for the year of the Department of
Insects and Spiders shows 30 scientific papers published,
many of these in the extremely useful form of revisions of
genera by which our knowledge of the insect world is gradu-
ally being put in order.
Edwin H. Colbert's book on the "Evolution of the
Vertebrates" has already been mentioned in the historical
section of this report. It is interesting to note that the
"Principles of Geochemistry" by Brian H. Mason, Curator
of Minerals, appeared in Japanese translation and that George
Gaylord Simpson, Chairman of the Department ofGeology and
Paleontology, received his first copies of a Russian translation
of his book on "Tempo and Mode in Evolution," which had
actually been published in 1948.
CONSTRUCTION AND EXHIBITION
The completion of the new annex to the Museum's
oldest wing brought immediate relief and improvement to
several departments and made it possible to proceed with the
next steps towards the improvement of the Library and
public facilities. This annex occupies the space between the
building extending from the 77th Street lobby to the audi-
torium and the west wall of the Hall of Ocean Life. As soon
as modern shelving has been installed the entire Library will
be moved from its present location to the fourth floor of the
old building and of the new annex combined. This will
greatly increase the efficiency with which the Library can be
serviced and the convenience with which the books may be
studied. The large new space available on the first floor gives
opportunity to plan a lounge and resting space and other
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facilities for our visitors. On the first mezzanine and second
floor the offices, laboratories, and collections of the Department
of Reptiles and Amphibians have been installed as a single
compact unit, after having endured for decades a scattered
existence in basement areas and corridors. Other departments
that will gain substantially by the subsequent movement of
the Library are Anthropology, Geology and Paleontology,
and to a lesser extent Mammalogy. The Museum's business
offices have been transferred to vastly improved premises on
the third floor of the new annex.
While completion of the Hall of Oil Geology was the
main task in exhibition, excellent progress was also made on
many other projects. Contract drawings were completed for
the construction of the Hall of Biology of MAn, many of the
exhibition panels to go into the hall are well under way, and
a number of models are finished and ready for installation.
Several new groups and other displays were started or com-
pleted for the Hall of North American Forests, a new ceiling
was installed, and the cherry-wood paneling of the walls was
finished.
The exhibits in the Cretaceous (Tyrannosaurus) Hall were
entirely rearranged, and the refurbishing of the hall was
nearly completed. The new exhibits were installed in the
northwest corner of the Paleocene (giant sloth) Hall, so that
the boarded passage could be removed and an attractive
display corridor offered to the public instead. The giant
sloths themselves were reinstalled in an imposing new display,
and progress was made with the rest of the hall.
The rearrangement of the New York State Bird exhibits is
nearing completion.
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
Ten and one-half million contacts were made by the
Department of Public Instruction during the past year,
through courses, visits to the new Natural Science Center for
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Young People, circulating exhibits, motion picture showings,
indoor Museum Trails questionnaires, and Science Kits sent
to the schools.
The thirteenth year of "The World We Live In" program
saw several modifications, particularly the "half-day" program,
which enabled additional thousands of children who were
prevented from taking part in the full-day program, to study
any of 36 different topics in both science and social fields.
The basic "World We Live In" program, extended to junior
high schools as well as primary schools, offered museum
education to over 305,000 children.
A special phase of the department's work dealt with 176
classes from 79 schools, including physically or visually
handicapped, deaf, or retarded children, or those in poor
health. Classes were scheduled to avoid bad-weather travel,
difficult for many such young people.
The Peter van Gerbig Natural Science Center for Young
People was opened on November 25, 1954, and has been
visited by almost 25,000 children. Designed to meet the
needs of the young naturalist in an informal yet stimulating
manner, its program of changing exhibits, living material,
field trips, and publications has drawn not only young people
but also many teachers and group leaders looking for expert
guidance.
Seven courses for teachers were given, including "De-
scriptive Astronomy," "Uses of Museum Materials in
Elementary Education," and "Diorama Making for Classroom
Use." These courses were accredited by the City College of
New York and Hunter College.
"Natural Science for the Layman" continued to further
nature education through its popular field trips. Nurses-in-
training numbered 620 in the Museum's anatomy, physiology,
microbiology, and medical sociology sessions.
"Wonderful World," given over radio station WNYE,
reached an audience of 240,000 school children in their
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classrooms during a fifteen-week schedule. The program was
taped and repeated so that it could be lent to other school
systems. A new series will be presented next spring.
Future plans for public instruction include a children's
workroom for the Natural Science Center and the additional
services of student-teachers from local schools of education.
A course in descriptive mineralogy is also in preparation.
MUSEUM STAFF
Robert Cushman Murphy, who relinquished his adminis-
trative duties as Chairman of the Department of Birds last
year, reached his retirement age as Lamont Curator of Birds
in the spring of 1955 after long and distinguished service that
has added greatly to the prestige of the Museum.
Dean Amadon was appointed Lamont Curator of Birds
to succeed Dr. Murphy at the end of the year.
Otto H. Haas, Associate Curator of Fossil Invertebrates,
whose great contributions to science are referred to in the
historical section of this report, reached retirement in March,
1955. Donald F. Squires was appointed Assistant Curator of
Fossil Invertebrates to fill the vacancy.
Farida A. Wiley, Assistant Chairman of the Department
of Public Instruction, retired after 36 years of Museum
service, during which she greatly extended the Museum's
influence and services not only to the children of the schools
but also among numerous adult groups. Lois J. Hussey was
appointed Assistant Chairman to replace Miss Wiley.
Other permanent appointments and promotions include
the promotion of James A. Ford to Associate Curator of
North American Archeology, the appointment of Richard
G. Zweifel as Assistant Curator of Amphibians and Reptiles,
and the appointment of Louis A. Krumholz as Resident
Biologist at the Lerner Marine Laboratory.
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PLANETARIUM
The most notable event of the year was the opening of the
new Viking Rocket exhibit on the second floor of the Plane-
tarium on June 30, 1955. This exhibit, given by the Martin
Company of Baltimore in cooperation with the Naval Re-
search Laboratory of Washington, D. C., presents an actual
rocket with parts of the outer casing cut away to reveal the
inner mechanism as well as the outer form of a device that has
proved extremely useful in upper-atmosphere research and
for other purposes. The rocket itself is surrounded by other
displays pertinent to its operation and its use in research.
The series of black-light murals illustrating astronomical
phenomena in the first-floor exhibition areas were completed
earlier in the year.
Seven different shows were staged in the Copernican
Room and in the main dome, and eight special courses were
offered by the staff.
A completely new control panel and lecturer's console for
the Zeiss projector was installed to secure a smoother and
more effective operation of the show, and a number of new
devices for special effects were created by the Planetarium's
own technical staff.
ATTENDANCE
During the fiscal year here reported on, 1,673,445 people
visited the Museum and 499,449 visited the Planetarium,
making a total attendance of 2,172,894 for the twelve-month
period.
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ASSETS: 1955
Current funds:
General funds:
Cash $ 6,362
Accounts receivable 146,975
Inventories, principally publications 86,657
Prepaid expenses and deferred charges 61,432
$ 301,426
Special funds:
Cash $ 428,296
U. S. Government bonds, at cost 136,500
Accounts receivable 3,005
$ 567,801
Exhibition halls funds:
Cash $ 365,557
U. S. Government bonds, at cost 462,719
Due from general funds 15,323
$ 843,599
$ 1,712,826
Endowment funds:
Cash $ 136,676
Investments (market June 30, 1955, $25,454,000)
(Notes 1 and 2):
Bonds 8,123,620
Preferred stocks 2,557,274
Common stocks 8,256,427
Other 35,116
$19,109,113
Investment in The American Museum of Natural History
Planetarium Authority, at cost (Note 3):
Bonds $ 425,000
Promissory notes
$ 425,000
Pension funds:
Cash $ 126,689
Investments, at cost (market June 30, 1955,$4,993,300):
Bonds 2,990,439
Preferred stocks 636,001
Common stocks 866,495
Real estate mortgages 1,650
Loan receivable
$ 4,621,274
$25,868,213
The accompanying notes are an integral part of these statements.
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1954
$ 20,037
202,086
91,711
34,895
$ 348,729
$ 343,019
136,500
13,255
$ 492,774
$ 343,644
463,500
67,113
$ 874,257
$ 1,715,760
$ 7,467
7,580,778
2,566,081
7,651,908
65,445
$17,871,679
$ 425,000
25,000
$ 450,000
$ 66,186
2,926,827
727,031
576,683
3,044
30
$ 4,299,801
$24,337,240
fATURAL HISTORY
ETS
and 1954
FUNDS and LIABILITIES:
Current funds:
General funds:
Accounts payable, payroll taxes withheld, etc.
Deferred income, principally unearned
dues and subscriptions
Due to exhibition halls funds
Provision for outstanding claims
Appropriations for outstanding commitments
Deficit
Special funds:
Accounts payable
Balances of funds available for specific purposes,
net of overdrafts (Note 5)
Exhibition halls funds:
Funds for exhibition halls rehabilitation,
net of overdrafts (Note 5)
Endowment funds:
Endowment funds, income available for:
Restricted purposes
Unrestricted purposes
1955 1954
$ 39.560 $ 34,488
242,064 192,409
15,323 67,113
69,123
49,171 23,311
346,118 386,444
44,692 37,715
$ 301,426 $ 348,729
$ 542
$ 567,801 492,232
$ 567,801 $ 492,774
$ 843,599
$ 1,712,826
$ 874,257
$ 1,715,760
$ 8,865,497 $ 8,392,020
4,892,152 4,633,945
Funds functioning as endowment, both principal and
income available for:
Restricted purposes 485,497
Unrestricted purposes (Notes 2 and 4) 4,865,967
$19,109,113
Funds invested in the indebtedness of The American
Museum of Natural History Planetarium Authority $ 425,000
Pension funds:
Pension fund balance
Welfare fund balance
444,254
4,401,460
$17,871,679
$ 450,000
$ 4,620,147 $ 4,298,656
1,127 1,145
$ 4,621,274 $ 4,299,801
$25,868,213 $24,337,240
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Deficit, begix
GENERAL FUNDS
SUMMARY STATEMENT OF CHANGES
for the fiscal years endedJune 30, 1955 and 1954
1955 1954
ining of year
- - - -
$ 37,715 $ 76,432
Less, Transfers from unrestricted funds
functioning as endowment
Income:
Appropriation from the City of New York
Income from endowment funds
Income from Planetarium Authority (Note 3)
Income from Mesabi mining properties (Note 2)
Income from outside trusts and foundations
Income from bequests pending settlement
Income from temporary investments
Gifts and grants
Membership dues
Sales, services and other income
Natural History Magazine
Junior Natural History Magazine
Museum Shop
Natural History Book Club
Expenses:
Administrative and general
Curatorial, research and publication
Public instruction
Planning and exhibition
Operation and maintenance of physical plant
Natural History Magazine
Junior Natural History Magazine
Museum Shop
Excess of expenses
Add:
Appropriation for outstanding commitments
at end of year
Transfers to special funds to eliminate certain
overdrafts
37,715
$1,303,851
873,392
25,910
50,000
53,517
4,900
12,115
165,424
43,385
98,515
2,631,009
322,511
140,104
214,396
$3,308,020
$ 809,681
653,692
153,378
96,622
972,161
2,685,534
314,983
147,236
189,605
$3,337,358
$ 29,338
76,432
$1,232,281
810,162
11,062
50,000
62,962
10,626
13,750
148,534
44,570
86,344
2,470,291
310,405
126,433
181,325
1,098
$3,089,552
$ 744,923
590,317
139,525
100,980
1,061,267
2,637,012
257,658
118,096
166,532
$3,1799298
$ 89,746
49,171 23,311
18,994
$ 97,503 $ 113,057
Deduct:
Transfers from unrestricted funds functioning as
endowments to cover certain expenses included above $ 29,200 $ 50,251
Transfer from special funds to supplement income 300
Appropriation tor outstanding commitments at
beginning of year 23,311 25,091
$ 52,811 $ 75,342
Deficit, end of year $ 44,692 $ 37,715
The accompanying notes are an integral part of this statement.
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SPECIAL FUNDS
SUMMARY STATEMENT OF CHANGES
for the fiscal years endedJune 30, 1955 and 1954
1955
0inning of year $ 523,193
-drafts (Note 5) 30,961
492,232
Income:
Income from endowment funds
Income from temporary investments
Gifts and grants
Sales, services and other income
Sheridan House Book
Queeny Educational Film Program
Museum Guide-A-Phone Program
Guide to Museums Program
84,234
2,942
422,010
83,350
477
6,723
17,131
1,802
$1,110,901
Expenditures:
Administrative and general
Curatorial, research and publication
Public instruction
Planning and exhibition
Sheridan House Book
Queeny Educational Film Program
Anthropological Documentary Film Program
Museum Guide-A-Phone Program
Guide to Museums Program
Deduct:
Transfers to restricted funds functioning
as endowment
Transfer to general funds
Less, Transfers from general funds to eliminate
certain overdrafts
Balance, end of year
Less, Overdrafts (Note 5)
$ 11,164
489,849
3,377
84
617
18,544
5,200
10,027
701
$ 539,563
$ 571,338
$ 22,231
300
22,531
18,994
$ 3,537
$ 572,776
4,975
$ 567,801
The accompanying notes are an integral part of this statement.
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1954
$ 528,470
30,860
497,610
75,622
2,274
327,529
49,265
212
59,864
2,798
$1,015,174
$ 13,445
323,373
2,300
69,448
16,625
8,756
$ 433,947
$ 581,227
$ 88,995
88,995
$ 88,995
$ 523,193
30,961
$ 492,232
EXHIBITION HALLS FUNDS
SUMMARY STATEMENT OF CHANGES
for the fiscal years ended June 30, 1955 and 1954
1955 1954
Balance, beginning of year $ 917,751 $1,013,816
Less, Overdrafts (Note 5) 43,494 61,837
874,257 951,979
Income:
Income from endowment funds 365 328
Income from temporary investments 433 1,271
Gifts and grants 125,782 52,175
Sales, services and other income 360 1,692
$1,001,197 $1,007,445
Expenditures:
Administrative offices $ 2,331
Curatorial departments $ 157,598 130,857
$ 157,598 $ 133,188
Balance, end of year $ 862,833 $ 917,751
Less, Overdrafts (Note 5) 19,234 43,494
$ 843,599 $ 874,257
The accompanying notes are an integral part of this statement.
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ENDOWMENT FUNDS
SUMMARY STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN PRINCIPAL
for the fiscal years endedJune 30, 1955 and 1954
Balance, beginning of year:
Endowment funds, income available for:
Restricted purposes
Unrestricted purposes
Funds functioning as endowment, principal
and income available for:
Restricted purposes
Unrestricted purposes
Totals
Additions:
Gifts and bequests, etc.
Transfers from special funds
Collections from Planetarium Authority on account
of principal of promissory notes
Net profit on sales of investments
Deductions:
Expenditures, for custodian fee
Transfers to general funds:
For honorariums, consultant fees, etc.
To dispose of operating deficit of preceding year
Net additions
Balance, end of year:
Endowment funds, income available for:
Restricted purposes
Unrestricted purposes
Funds functioning as endowment, principal
and income available for:
Restricted purposes
Unrestricted purposes
Totals
1955
$ 8,392,020
4,633,945
$13,025,965
$ 444,254
4,401,460
$ 4,845,714
$17,871,679
$ 343,373
22,231
25,000
918,745
$ 1,309,349
1954
$ 8,252,968
4,402,567
$12,655,535
$ 345,364
4,187,452
$ 4,532,816
$17,188,351
$ 403,933
88,995
25,000
297,083
$ 815,011
$ 5,000 $ 5,000
29,200
37,715
$ 71,915
$ 1,237,434
$ 8,865,497
4,892,152
$13,757,649
$ 485,497
4,865,967
$ 5,351,464
$19,109,113
50,251
76,432
$ 131,683
$ 683,328
$ 8,392,020
4,633,945
$13,025,965
$ 444,254
4,401,460
$ 4,845,714
$17,871,679
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INVESTMENT IN PLANETARIUM AUTHORITY
SUMMARY STATEMENT OF CHANGES
for the fiscal years ended June 30, 1955 and 1954
1955 1954
Balance, beginning of year:
Invested in revenue bonds $425,000 $425,000
Invested in promissory notes 25,000 50,000
$450,000 $475,000
Deductions:
Payment by Planetarium Authority on account
of promissory notes $ 25,000 $ 25,000
Balance, end of year:
Invested in revenue bonds $425,000 $425,000
Invested in promissory notes _ 25,000
$425,000 $450,000
PENSION FUNDS
SUMMARY STATEMENT OF CHANGES
for the fiscal years ended June 30, 1955 and 1954
1955 1954
Balance, beginning of year:
Pension fund $4,298,656 $4,045,574
Welfare fund 1,145 1,154
$4,299,801 $4,046,728
Additions:
Payments by subscribing members $ 125,087 $ 125,499
Payments by general and other funds 148,718 145,231
Income from investments 174,342 149,740
Net profit on sales of investments 42,733 17,704
$ 490,880 $ 438,174
Deductions:
Payments to members and beneficiaries $ 164,937 $ 180,653
Expenditures, for custodian fees, etc. 4,470 4,448
$ 169,407 $ 185,101
Net additions $ 321,473 $ 253,073
Balance, end'of year:
Pension fund $4,620,147 $4,298,656
Welfare fund 1,127 1,145
$4,621,274 $4,299,801
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1. The land, buildings and equipment utilized by the Museum are either
owned by the City of New York or were charged off at the time of
purchase and, therefore, are not reflected in the balance sheet. No
valuation of exhibits, collections, library, etc., has been established
for balance sheet purposes.
Investments are recorded at cost in respect of those purchased and in
respect of those acquired by gift, bequest or otherwise at market
valuations at the dates of acquisition, probate court valuations or
valuations established by the trustees.
2. The Museum owns an interest in certain mining properties acquired
through a bequest. No valuation has been recorded on the books
for the interest in these properties and, therefore, it is not reflected
in the balance sheet. However, the Museum receives royalties from
this source and such royalties are recorded, when received, as ad-
ditions to unrestricted funds functioning as endowment (as bequests)
or to current general finds. During the fiscal years ended in 1955
and 1954 royalties received, net of expenses, amounted to $92,363
and $142,956, respectively, of which $50,000 was credited to general
funds in each year.
3. The Planetarium Authority is operated under the supervision of the
Museum's management. Its audited financial statements are an-
nexed hereto.
4. Unrestricted funds in the amount of $800,000 have been conditionally
appropriated for the construction of a new auditorium subject to
appropriation of a like sum by the City of New York.
5. The overdrafts on special funds and exhibition halls funds represent
advances in anticipation of gifts, grants and other income. To the
extent such income is not received the amounts will be charged
against appropriated or general funds.
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LYBRAND, ROSS BROS. & MONTGOMERY
Certified Public Accountants
The Board of Trustees,
The American Museum of Natural History,
New York, N. Y.
We have examined the balance sheet of THE AMERICAN
MUSEUM of NATURAL HISTORY as of June 30, 1955 and the
related statements of funds for the fiscal year then ended. Our
examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards, and accordingly included such tests of the accounting
records and such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary
in the circumstances. We made a similar examination for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1954.
In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheets and related
statements of funds present fairly the financial position of the
Museum at June 30, 1955 and 1954 and the results of its operations
for the fiscal years then ended, on a consistent basis.
Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery
New York, September 12, 1955.
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THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
PLANETARIUM AUTHORITY
Financial Statement
For the Fiscal Years ended June 30, 1955-1954
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THE AMERICAN MU'
PLANETA]
BALANCE SH
ASSETS:
Cash
Accounts receivable
Inventory of publications
Equipment, fixtures, etc.:
Furniture and fixtures
Plant equipment, machinery and tools
Zeiss planetarium instrument
Copernican planetarium instrument
Less, Allowances for depreciation
Building, at cost (see note)
Land (donated by the City of New York)
Prepaid expenses
1955 1954
$ 23,238
441
11,117
$ 34,796
$ 56,160
313
11,647
$ 68,120
$ 38,870 $ 38,870
70,222
126,434
30,435
265,961
246,071
19,890
569,209
$589,099
$ 2,039
70,222
126,434
30,435
265,961
240,389
25,572
569,209
$594,781
$ 1,470
$625,934 $664,371
Note: The Authority's corporate charter terminates when all its liabilities, including
its bonds, have been paid in full or have otherwise been discharged. At that
time title to its personal property passes to The American Museum of Natural
History and title to its real property passes to the City of New York to be
maintained and operated in the same manner as other city property occupied
by the Museum. Because of the nature of the ownership of the property,
provision for depreciation of the building is considered unnecessary.
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I
NATURAL HISTORY
:HORITY
30, 1955 and 1954
LIABILITIES:
Accounts payable
4%% Refunding Serial Revenue bonds, and interest thereon
(held by The American Museum of Natural History):
Interest:
Unpaid coupons, past due
Accrued on bonds not yet due
Accrued on past-due unpaid bonds
Less, Payments on account, including $25,650 and$10,125 in the respective years ending in 1955
and 1954
Principal:
Past due
Due in annual instalments of $29,000 each through
May 1, 1959
Advances from The American Museum of Natural History
Deferred income, unearned subscriptions
1955 1954
$ 3,368 $ 3,591
$246,780
870
154,200
401,850
$240,255
1,088
134,857
376,200
86,400 60,750
$315,450 $315,450
$454,000
116,000
$570,000
$888,818
$ 5,281
$425,000
145,000
$570,000
$ 25,000
$914,041
$ 5,514
CONTRIBUTED CAPITAL AND DEFICIT
Contributed capital:
Charles Hayden $156,f
Charles Hayden Foundation 130,9
Deficit, as annexed
169 $156,869
925 130,925
287,794 287,794
555,959 542,978
$268,165* $255,184*
$625,934 $664,371
*Denotes deduction.
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Income
Adm~
Speci
Misca
Auxil
Sall
Sk3
STATEMENT OF INCOME, EXPENSES AND DEFICIT
for the fiscal years ended June 30, 1955 and 1954
19SS35
ission fees less allowances and commissions $243,272 $2
al lectures and courses 6,252
ellaneous 6,208
$255,732 $2i
lary activities:
es booth $ 51,887 $
rReporter pamphlet 5,264
$ 57,151 $'
Total income $312,883 $3
19S4
57,728
4,054
912
62,694
51,970
837
52,807
15,501
Expenses:
Preparation, presentation and promotional:
Salaries
Supplies and expenses
Operation and maintenance:
Salaries
Supplies and expenses
Special improvements, renovations, etc.
Administrative and general:
Salaries
Pension fund, social security and other employee
benefits
Miscellaneous
Auxiliary activities:
Sales booth
Sky Reporter pamphlet
Total
Income before interest and depreciation
Interest expense:
On 4/2% Refunding Serial Revenue bonds, including$19,342 and $18,037 on past-due bonds for the
respective years
On advances from The American Museum of
Natural History
Provision for depreciation (see note to accompanying
balance sheet)
Total interest and depreciation
Net loss or income* for year
Deficit, beginning of year
Deficit, end of year
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$ 90,840 $ 74,407
24,709 19,878
$115,549 $ 94,285
$ 64,640 $ 60,040
22,052 23,893
21,807 18,693
$108,499 $102,626
$ 5,000 $ 5,000
11,756 9,683
8,934 11,403
$ 25,690 $ 26,086
$ 40,594 $ 42,056
3,940 2,656
$ 44,534 $ 44,712
$294,272 $267,709
$ 18,611 $ 47,792
$ 25,650 $ 25,650
260 938
25,910 26,588
5,682 5,682
$ 31,592 $ 32,270
$ 12,981 $ 15,522*
542,978 558,500
$555,959 $542,978
LYBRAND, ROSS BROS. & MONTGOMERY
Certified Public Accountants
The Members of The American Museum of
Natural History Planetarium Authority,
New York, N. Y.
We have examined the balance sheet of THE AMERICAN
MUSEUM of NATURAL HISTORY PLANETARIUM AU-
THORITY as of June 30, 1955 and the related statement of income,
expenses and deficit for the fiscal year then ended. Our examination
was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards,
and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and
such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the
circumstances. We made a similar examination for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1954.
In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheets and related
statement of income, expenses and deficit present fairly the financial
position of the Authority at June 30, 1955 and 1954 and the results
of its operations for the fiscal years then ended, on a consistent basis.
Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery
New York, September 12, 1955.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
July 1, 1955
President
ALEXANDER M. WHITE
President Emeritus
F. TRUBEE DAVISON
First Vice-President
MALCOLM P. ALDRICH
T-reasurer
AUGUST BELMONT
Second Vice-President
FREDRICK M. EATON
Secretary
FREDERICK M. WARBURG
THOMAS M. BANCROFT
HAROLD BOESCHENSTEIN
COLUMBUS O'D. ISELIN
MICHAEL LERNER
W. DOUGLAS BURDEN
BENJAMIN S. CLARK
CLEVELAND E. DODGE
DUNCAN S. ELLSWORTH
ELECTIVE TRUS1
Class of 1955
CORNELIUS V. WHIT
Class of 1956
Class of 1957
MALCOLM P. ALDRICH
GILMORE D. CLARKE
F. TRUBEE DAVISON
CRAWFORD H. GREENEWALT
ALEXANDER M. WH
Class of 1958
ROBERT E. BLUM
FREDRICK M. EATON
C. DEWOLF GIBSON
ARCHER M. HUNTINGTON
FREDERICK M. WARE
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[EES
RICHARD K. MELLON
JOHN M. OLIN
DANIEL E. POMEROY
OSCAR S. STRAUS, II
NEY
E. ROLAND HARRIMAN
A. PERRY OSBORN, JR.
JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER, 3RD
JOHN J. THEOBALD
MILLICENT C. MCINTOSH
JOHN P. STEVENS, JR.
JULES R. TIMMINS
THOMAS J. WATSON, JR.
[ITE
ROBERT J. KLEBERG, JR.
JOHN J. MCCLOY
ROBERT G. PAGE
ALBERT E. PARR
IURG
Class of 1959
AUGUST BELMONT ROBERT EARLL MCCONNELL
C. SUYDAM CUTTING GERARD PIEL
ETHEL R. DERBY J. LAWRENCE POOL
Lurp B. LOCKWOOD EDGAR M. QUEENY
EX-OFFICIO TRUSTEES
ROBERT F. WAGNER
MAYOR OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
LAWRENCE E. GEROSA
COMPTROLLER OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
ROBERT MOSES
COMMISSIONER OF PARKS OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
WILLIAM JANSEN
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
HONORARY TRUSTEES
ROBERT WooDs BLISS CLARENCE L. HAY
H. B. CLARK A. HAMILTON RICE
S. SLOAN COLT DEAN SAGE
LEWIS W. DOUGLAS H. NELSON SLATER
CHILDS FRICK KEITH SPALDING
CHAUNCEY J. HAMLIN ROBERT D. STERLING
ARTHUR S. VERNAY
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THE STAFF
July 1, 1955
ALBERT E. PARR, Sc.D., Director and Executive Secretary
HAROLD E. ANTHONY, D.Sc., Deputy Director
WALTER F. MEISTER, Controller and Assistant Treasurer
DEPARTMENTS OF SCIENCE AND EDUCATION
Anthropology
HARRY L. SHAPIRO, Ph.D., Chairman, Curator of Physical Anthropology
MARGARET MEAD, Ph.D., D.Sc., Associate Curator of Ethnology
BELLA WEITZNER, Associate Curator of Ethnology
Jumus B. BIRD, Associate Curator of Archeology
GORDON F. EKHOLM, Ph.D., Associate Curator of Archeology
JAMES A. FORD, Ph.D., Associate Curator of North American Archeology
HARRY TSCHOPIK, JR., Ph.D., Assistant Curator of Ethnology
JANE R. ORTTUNG, B.A., Scientific Assistant
CLARENCE L. HAY, A.M., Research Associate
ROBERT HEINE-GELDERN, Ph.D., Research Associate
WILLIAM DUNCAN STRONG, Ph.D., Research Associate
FREDERICK H. OSBORN, Litt. D., Sc.D., LL.D., Honorary Associate
ANTOINETTE K. GORDON, Associate
EDGAR M. QUEENY, A.B., Field Associate
Mammals
HAROLD E. ANTHONY, D.Sc., Chairman and Curator
CHILDS FRICK, D.Sc., Honorary Curator of Late Tertiary and Quaternary
Mammals
GEORGE G. GOODWIN, Associate Curator
LEONARD J. BRASS, Associate Curator, Archbold Collections
T. DONALD CARTER, Assistant Curator
CHARLES H. FALKENBACH, Field and Laboratory Associate, Frick Laboratory
RICHARD ARCHBOLD, Research Associate
DUDLEY J. MORTON, M.D., Research Associate, Comparative Anatomy
ARTHUR S. VERNAY, Field Associate
WILLIAM D. CAMPBELL, Field Associate
JOSEPH CURTIS MOORE, Ph.D., Research Fellow
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Birds
JOHN T. ZIMMER, D.Sc., Chairman and Curator
DEAN AMADON, Ph.D., Lamont Curator of Birds
E. THOMAS GILLIARD, Associate Curator
CHARLES E. O'BRIEN, Assistant Curator
JAMES P. CHAPIN, Ph.D., Research Associate in African Ornithology
ERNST MAYR, Ph.D., Research Associate in Old World Ornithology
ROBERT CUSHMAN MURPHY, Sc.D., Dr. Hon. Causa, Research Associate in
Oceanic Birds
CHARLES K. NICHOLs, Research Associate and Honorary Librarian
JEAN DELACOUR, Lic. Sci., Research Associate
CHARLES VAURIE, D.D.S., Research Associate
WILLIAM H. PHELPS, Dr. Hon. Causa, Research Associate
WILLIAM H. PHELPS, JR., B.Sc., Research Associate
JOHN KIERAN, Sc.D., Field Associate
Amphibians and Reptiles
CHARLES M. BOGERT, A.M., Chairman and Curator
RICHARD G. ZWEIEL, Ph.D., Assistant Curator
ALIX WITTEBORG, B.S., Scientific Assistant
JOHN A. MOORE, Ph.D., Research Associate
JAMES A. OLIVER, Ph.D., Research Associate
EMMETT R. DUNN, Ph.D., Research Associate
ROGER CONANT, Research Associate
ARCHIE F. CARR, JR., Ph.D., Research Associate
Fishes and Aquatic Biology
CHARLES M. BREDER, JR., Sc.D., Chairman and Curator
FRANCESCA R. LAMONTE, B.A., Associate Curator of Fishes and Museum
Secretary for International Game Fish Association Affairs
PRISCILLA RASQUIN, A.B., Assistant Curator of Fishes
WILLIAM BEEBE, Sc.D., Research Associate in Fishes
CHRISTOPHER W. COATES, Research Associate in Fishes
DANIEL MERRIMAN, Ph.D., Research Associate in Oceanography
HORACE W. STUNKARD, Ph.D., Research Associate in Parasitology
LIBBE H. HYMAN, Ph.D., Sc.D., Research Associate in Invertebrates
H. E. CRAMPTON, Ph.D., Sc.D., Research Associate in Mollusks
WILLIAM J. CLENCH, Ph.D., D.Sc., Research Associate in Mollusks
Louis A. KRUMHOLZ, Ph.D., Resident Biologist-Lerner Marine Laboratory
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Insects and Spiders
MONT A. CAZIER, Ph.D., Chairman and Curator
C. H. CURRAN, D.Sc., Curator
WILLIS J. GERTSCH, Ph.D., Curator
FREDERICK H. RINDGE, Ph.D., Associate Curator
ALICE GRAY, M.A., Scientific Assistant
HERBERT F. SCHWARZ, M.A., Research Associate
ERNEST L. BELL, Research Associate
CYRIL F. DOS PASSos, LL.B., Research Associate
ALFRED E. EMERSON, Ph.D., Research Associate
E. IRVING HUNTINGTON, Research Associate
ALEXANDER B. KLOTS, Ph.D., Research Associate
HERMAN T. SPIETH, Ph.D., Research Associate
WILLIAM P. COMSTOCK, B.A., Research Associate
JAMES H. MCDUNNOUGH, Ph.D., Research Associate
CHARLES D. MICHENER, Ph.D., Research Associate
CHARLES L. FLUKE, Ph.D., Research Associate
FRANK M. HULL, Ph.D., Research Associate
CLARENCE J. GOODNIGHT, Ph.D., Research Associate
LIONEL LACEY, Research Associate
JOHN C. PALLISTER, Research Associate
HERBERT RUCKES, Ph.D., Research Associate
C. CLAYTON HoFF, Ph.D., Research Associate
Animal Behavior
LESTER R. ARONSON, Ph.D., Chairman and Associate Curator
T. C. SCHNEIRLA, Sc.D., Curator
MADELINE LEVY, B.A., Scientific Assistant
MYRON GORDON, Ph.D., Research Associate
CARYL P. HASKINS, Ph.D., Research Associate
EUGENIE CLARK, Ph.D., Research Associate
WILLIAM N. TAVOLGA, Ph.D., Research Associate
W. DOUGLAS BURDEN, M.A., Honorary Associate
Conservation and General Ecology
RICHARD H. POUGH, B.S., Chairman
HAROLD E. ANTHONY, D.Sc., Honorary Curator
CLARENCE L. HAY, A.M., Honorary Curator
MURRAY F. BUELL, Ph.D., Consultant in Ecology
HENRY K. SVENSON, Ph.D., Consultant in Botany
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Conservation and General Ecology-(continued)
RICHARDSON L. WRIGHT, M.A., Research Associate
PAUL A. ZAHL, Ph.D., Research Associate
DEAN SAGE, Field Associate
FARIDA A. WILEY, Associate
ELIZABETH A. GUTHRIE, B.A., Associate
Geology and Paleontology
GEORGE GAYLORD SIMPSON, Ph.D., Sc.D., LL.D., Chairman and Curator of
Fossil Mammals and Birds
EDWIN H. COLBERT, Ph.D., Curator of Fossil Reptiles and Amphibians
NORMAN D. NEWELL, Ph.D., Curator of Historical Geology and Fossil
Invertebrates
BRIAN H. MASON, Ph.D., Curator of Physical Geology and Mineralogy
BOBB SCHAEFIFER, Ph.D., Associate Curator of Fossil Fishes
DONALD F. SQUIRES, Ph.D., Assistant Curator of Fossil Invertebrates
RACHEL HUSBAND NICHOLS, A.M., Scientific Assistant
MARY B. PATSURIS, B.A., Scientific Assistant
HORACE ELMER WOOD, 2ND, Ph.D., Research Associate in Fossil Mammals
Louis HUSSAKOF, Ph.D., Research Associate in Fossil Fishes
JOHN IMBRIE, Ph.D., Research Associate in Fossil Invertebrates
ARTHUR MONTGOMERY, Ph.D., Research Associate in Mineralogy
Micropaleontology
BROOKS F. ELLIS, Ph.D., Chairman and Curator
ANGELINA R. MESSINA, M.A., Associate Curator
ELEANOR S. SALMON, Ph.D., Assistant Curator
STANLEY G. WISSLER, M.A., Research Associate
J. J. GALLOWAY, Ph.D., Research Associate
MARTIN F. GLAESSNER, Ph.D., Research Associate
CAMERON D. OVEY, B.Sc., Research Associate
Astronomy and the American Museum-Hayden Planetarium
JOSEPH M. CHAMBERLAIN, M.A., General Manager and Chief Astronomer
FRANK H. FoRRESTER, Deputy Manager
CATHARINE E. BARRY, Associate Astronomer
THOMAS D. NICHOLSON, M.S., Associate Astronomer
HUGH S. RICE, Ph.D., Research Consultant
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PUblic Instruction
JOHN R. SAUNDERS, M.A., Chairman
Lois J. HUssEY, B.A., Assistant Chairman
MARGUERITE R. Ross, M.A., Supervising Instructor
C. BRUCE HUNTER, M.A., Supervisor of Adult Programs
CARLTON B. BEIL, Supervisor of Circulating Exhibits
MARGUERITE NEWGARDEN, M.A., Senior Instructor
Lucy W. CLAUSEN, Ph.D., Senior Instructor
INEz E. BORDNER, B.A., Senior Instructor
MIRIAM C. STRYKER, Senior Instructor
WILLIAM J. SCHWARTING, M.A., Senior Instructor
CATHERINE M. PEssINo, B.A., Senior Instructor
JOHN C. ORTH, Associate in Nature Education
Library
HAZEL GAY, Librarian
HELEN M. GUNZ, B.A., Assistant Librarian
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
ALBERT E. PARR, Sc.D., Director and Executive Secretary
HAROLD E. ANTHONY, D.Sc., Deputy Director
WILLIAM A. BURNS, Ed.D., Assistant to the Director and Membership
Secretary
MARGUERITE PHILLIPS FOWLER, Assistant Executive Secretary
Administration
WAYNE M. FAUNCE, Sc.B., Consultant
Vegetation Studies
JACK MCCORMICK, Ph.D., In Charge
Biogeochemistry
G. EVELYN HUTCHINMON, M.A., Consultant
Scient#ic Publications
RUTH TYLER, M.A., Editor
Natural History Magazine
EDWARD MOIPFAT WEYER, JR., Ph.D., Editor
EDWARD P. WEIGEL, M.S., Assistant Editor
ROBERT EDGAR WILLIAMSON, Production Manager
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The Junior Natural History Magazine
MARION B. CARR, Editor
DOROTHY E. SHUTTLESWORTH, Contributing Editor
Man and Nature Publications
WILLIAM A. BURNS, Ed.D., Editor
OFFICE OF EXHIBITION AND CONSTRUCTION
GORDON R. REEKIE, Manager of Exhibition and Construction
KATHARINE BENEKER, Exhibition Coordinator
Art and Exhibition
LOTHAR P. WITTEBORG, M.A., Chief, Preparation Division
GEORGE H. CHILDS, Ph.D., Staff Associate
GEORGE E. PETERSEN, Staff Associate
JAMES PERRY WILSON, B.A., B.Ar., Staff Associate
RAYMOND H. DE LucIA, B.F.A., Staff Assistant
HARRY P. COONEY, JR., Graphic Designer
Planning
GEORGE M. NELSON, Staff Architect
JOSEPH M. GUERRY, Designer
Building Construction and Maintenance
EMIL W. KREMER, Superintendent
MACOLM MACKAY, Chief Engineer
OFFICE OF THE CONTROLLER
WALTER F. MEISTER, Controller and Assistant Treasurer
JAMES M. WILLIAMSON, Assistant Controller
Bursar's Office
EDWIN C. MEYENBERG, Bursar
CHARLES J. KERR, Assistant Bursar
Business Office and Services
GEORGE B. DECKER, Chief Accountant
ADRIAN L. WARD, Personnel Officer
WILLIAM F. MUSSIG, Purchasing Agent
JOSEPH R. SAULINA, Circulation Manager
LAMBERT E. PINTNER, Manager, Office Services
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Business Office and Services-(continued)
JOSEPH G. ABRUZZO, Manager, Projection Division
ANNA MONTGOMERY, Manager, Guest Services
EDWARD A. BURNS, Manager, Print Shop
ALICE R. POLLAK, Manager, Museum Shop
HELEN B. JoNS, Manager, Film Library
DOROTHY M. FULTON, Manager, Slide Library
ROBERT E. LOGAN, Manager, Photographic Division
Building Services
PHILIP C. MILLER, Custodian
JOSEPHINE D. KIMBALL, Executive Assistant to the President and Keeper of
Memorabilia
MILDRED PARMENTER, Executive Assistant, Museum Contributors Program
RUTH NORTON, Manager of Public Relations
ADVISORY COMMITTEES
Council of the Scientific Staff
HAROLD E. ANTHONY, Dean
CHARLES M. BREDER, JR., Assistant Dean
LESTER R. ARONSON, Secretary
The Chairmen of Departments
Budget
Controller WALTER F. MEISTER, Chairman
ALEXANDER M. WHITE
AUGUST BELMONT
ALBERT E. PARR
Dean of the Council
Deputy Director
Representative of the Commissioner of Parks
Conservation
HAROLD E. ANTHONY, Chairman
ROBERT CUSHMAN MURPHY
RICHARD H. POUGH
Exhibition
ALBERT E. PARR, Chairman
ALEXANDER M. WHITE
FREDERICK M. WARBURG
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Exhibition-(continued)
HARRY L. SHAPIRO
Dean of the Council
Chairman of the Department of Public Instruction
Representative of the Commissioner of Parks
Frank M. Chapman Memorial Committee
JOHN T. ZIMMER, Chairman
DEAN AMADON
ROBERT CUSHMAN MURPHY
WALTER W. NAUMBURG
ALBERT E. PARR
GEORGE GAYLORD SIMPSON
PENSION BOARD
ALEXANDER M. WHITE, eC-officio
ROBERT E. BLUM HAROLD E. ANTHONY
BENJAMIN S. CLARK LouIm A. FERRY
LUKE B. LOCKWOOD SAMUEL C. KUsTER
FREDERICK M. WARBURG WALTER F. MEISTER
EMERITI
ROY CHAPMAN ANDREWS, Sc.D., Honorary Director
BARNUM BROWN, Sc.D., Curator Emeritus of Fossil Reptiles
JAMES P. CHAPIN, Ph.D., Associate Curator Emeritus of Birds
JAMES L. CLARK, D.Sc., Director Emeritus, Preparation and Installation
WILLIAM K. GREGORY, Ph.D., Sc.D., Curator Emeritus of Fishes and of
Comparative Anatomy
E. W. GUDGER, Ph.D., Honorary Associate in Fishes
Orro H. HAAS, Ph.D., LL.D., Associate Curator Emeritus of Fossil In-
vertebrates
RoY WALDO MINER, Ph.D., Sc.D., Curator Emeritus of Invertebrates
CHARLES C. MOOK, Ph.D., Associate Curator Emeritus of Fossil Reptiles
ROBERT CUSHMAN MURPHY, Sc.D., Dr. Hon. Causa, Lamont Curator
Emeritus of Birds
NELS C. NELSON, M.L., Curator Emeritus of Prehistoric Archeology
JOHN T. NICHOLS, A.B., Curator Emeritus of Fishes
GRACE FISHER RAMSEY, Ph.D., Curator Emeritus of School Relations
WILLARD G. VAN NAME, Ph.D., Associate Curator Emeritus of Recent
Invertebrates
FARIDA A. WILEY, Honorary Associate in Natural Science Education
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CORRESPONDING MEMBERS
Through honorary election by the Board of Trustees, for
five-year periods, on recommendation of
the Council of the Scientific Staff
DR. FRANK A. BEACH
Sterling Professor in Psychology, Yale University, New Haven,
Connecticut
DR. KAJ BIRKET-SMITH
National Museum, Copenhagen, Denmark
DR. FRANCOIS BOURLIERE
Laboratoire de Biologie, Faculte de Medecine de Paris, 45, Rue des
Saints-Peres, Paris VIe, France
DR. J. A. BROGGI
Director, Instituto Geologico del Peru, Lima, Peru
PROFESSOR DR. ANGEL CABRERA
Professor of Zoology, University of Buenos Aires, Calle 64, No. 584,
La Plata, Argentina
DR. ALFONSO CASO
Director del Instituto Nacional Indigenista, Paseo de la Reforma, No.
336, Mexico, D.F., Mexico
PROFESSOR V. GORDON CHILDE
Institute of Archaeology, University of London, Inner Circle, Regent's
Park, London, N.W. 1, England
PROPESSOR YUANTING T. CHU
Professor of Biology, St. John's University, Shanghai, China
DR. G. A. COOPER
Curator, Invertebrate Paleontology and Paleobotany, United States
National Museum, Washington, D. C.
DR. RAYMOND B. CowLEs
Department of Zoology, University of California, Los Angeles 24,
California
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PROFESSOR CARL 0. DUNBAR
Director, Peabody Museum of Natural History, Yale University,
New Haven, Connecticut
DR. EMMETT REID DUNN
Department of Biology, Haverford College, Haverford, Pennsylvania
DR. H. C. EPFLATOUN BEY
Head, Department of Entomology, Fouad I University, Giza, Egypt
DR. E. B. FORD
Reader in Genetics, Oxford University, Oxford, England
DR. NiLs (CouNT) C. G. FERsEN GYLDENSTOLPE
Section of Vertebrates, Royal Natural History Museum, Stockholm
50, Sweden
DR. RAFAEL LARCO HOYLE
Hacienda Chiclin, Trujillo, Peru
DR. ARCHIBALD G. HUNTSMAN
Professor of Marine Biology, University of Toronto, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada
DR. R. JEANNEL
Director, Laboratory of Entomology, Museum National d'Histoire
Naturelle, Paris, France
DR. KARL JORDAN
Curator of Tring Museum, Tring, England
DR. LAURENCE M. KLAUBER
Curator of Reptiles, Zoological Society of San Diego, San Diego,
California
DR. J. BROOKES KNIGHT
United States National Museum, Washington, D. C.
PROFESSOR A. L. KROEBER
Professor of Anthropology, Emeritus, University of California,
Berkeley 4, California
DR. KARL S. LASHLEY
Director, Yerkes Laboratory of Primate Biology, Orange Park, Florida
DR. CLAUDE LEVI-STRAUSS
Institut d'Ethnologie, University of Paris, Paris, France
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DR. E. D. MERRILL
Director, Arnold Arboretum, Harvard University, Jamacia Plain,
Massachusetts
DR. ROBERT MERTENS
Kustos, Senckenberg Museum, Senckenberg-Anlage 25, (16) Frankfurt-
am-Main, American Zone, Germany
DR. A. K. MILLER
University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa
DR. JOSE OITICICA, FILHO
Museu Nacional, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
DR. H. W. PARKER
Keeper of Reptiles, British Museum (Natural History), Cromwell
Road, London, S.W. 7, England
DR. ALEXANDER PETRUNKEVITCH
Professor Emeritus of Zoology, Osborn Zoological Laboratory, Yale
University, New Haven, Connecticut
DR. OLIVERIO M. DE OLIVEIRA PINTO
Director, Department of Zoology, Bureau of Agriculture, Sio Paulo,
Brazil
DR. NORMAN DENBIGH RILEY
Keeper of Entomology, British Museum (Natural History), Cromwell
Road, London, S.W. 7, England
PROFESSOR ALFRED SHERWOOD ROMER
Director, Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard College, Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts
DR. KARL P. SCHMIDT
Chief Curator of Zoology, Chicago Natural History Museum,
Chicago 5, Illinois
DR. HARLOW SHAPLEY
Director, Harvard College Observatory, Cambridge, Massachusetts
DR. ERWIN STRESEMANN
Keeper of Ornithological Department, Zoological Museum, In-
validenstrasse 43, Berlin, N. 4, Germany
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DR. NIKOLAAS TINBERGEN
Department of Zoology, University Museum, Oxford, England
DR. ETHELWYNN TREWAVAS
Department of Zoology, British Museum (Natural History), Crom-
well Road, London, S.W. 7, England
PROPESSoR DAVID MEREDITH SEARES WATSON
University College, Gower Street, London, England
PROFESSOR T. S. WESTOLL
Professor of Geology, University of Durham at King's College,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, England
PROPESSOR ROBERT M. YERKES
Professor of Psychology, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut
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CAPITAL FUNDS
The Capital Funds were established in 1884. They now amount to
$19,109,112 (book value). The Trustees especially desire to insure the
permanent growth and welfare of the Museum through an increase of the
General Endowment Fund. To reach this goal, an additional sum of
$10,000,000 will be required, of which $5,000,000 is urgently needed to
meet the Museum's immediate needs and to provide for its present plans.
FORM OF BEQUEST
I do hereby give and bequeath to "THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL
HISTORY" of the City of New TYork
GIFTS AND BEQUESTS EXEMPT FROM TAXATION
Gifts to the American Museum of Natural History are deductible for
income tax purposes. Gifts and bequests in any amount to the American
Museum of Natural History are exempt from Federal Gift and Estate Taxes.
MEMBERSHIP, CONTRIBUTORY AND HONORARY
ASsoCIATE MEMBERS.......(annually) $5 ASSOCIATE PATRONS...............$1,000
ANNUAL MEMBERS........ (annually) 15 PATRONS........................5,000
SUSTAINING MEMBERS...... (annually) 25 ASSOCIATE BENEFACTORS .......... 10,000
CONTRIBUTING MEMBERS... (annually) 50 ASSOCIATE FOUNDERS.............. 25,000
SUPPORTING MEMBERS...... (annually) 100 BENEFACTORS.50,000
LIFE MEMBERS ............. 300 ENDOWMENT MEMBERS ..MEMB8R 100,000
HONORARY LIFE MEMBERS HONORARY FELLOWS
CORRESPONDING MEMBERS
FOR INFORMATION APPLY TO THE SECRETARY OF
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OP NATURAL HISTORY
Central Park West at 79th Street
New York 24, N. Y.
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